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R. T. Powers has constructed a family of unital endomorphisms of the hyperfinite
II1 factor R. The range of each Powers shift _ is a subfactor of index 2 in R. A cocycle
conjugacy invariant for a Powers shift is its commutant index, i.e., the first index k for
which the range of _k has a nontrivial relative commutant in R. Previously we have
shown that all Powers shifts of commutant index 2 are cocycle conjugate. In this paper
results are obtained on the classification of the cocycle conjugacy classes of Powers
shifts of higher commutant index. � 1998 Academic Press

0. INTRODUCTION

In [Po] Robert Powers initiated a study into the structure of shift endo-
morphisms on von Neumann algebras. This study was in part motivated by
the work of Vaughan Jones [J] on the index theory for subfactors of the
hyperfinite II1 factor. Over the past decade many authors have been attracted
to this subject and have achieved remarkable progress on the problem of
classifying subfactors of finite index in the hyperfinite II1 factor R (see, for
example, the references in [GHJ, Pa]). The study of shifts on R may also
be viewed as an approach to the study of the subfactors of R. In this approach
one uses a V-endomorphism _ of R to construct a sequence Ri of subfactors
of R with the properties that Ri contains Ri+1=_(Ri) for each non-negative
integer i, and the Jones index [Ri : Ri+1] is independent of i. Appropriating
the notion of outer conjugacy from the study of automorphisms of factors, [Co],
we say that a pair _, { of V-endomorphisms of R are cocycle conjugate (see
Section 1) if there exists a unitary element U of R such that _ b Ad(U) and
{ are conjugate. Then one sees that cocycle conjugacy is akin to the conjugacy
of the subfactors in the sequences [_i (R)] and [{i (R)] being implemented
in a compatible way. This notion is employed in [L], where a canonical
V-endomorphism is constructed via modular maps related to Jones tunnels
of subfactors.
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In [L], however, the minimal Jones index [R: _(R)] of a canonical V-endo-
morphism is 4. Here we continue our study of a class of V-endomorphisms
whose index is 2, which we call binary shifts. The construction of these
shifts may be viewed as a generalization of a construction used by Jones
[J] to generate subfactors of a prescribed index. These shifts are also
intimately related to the structure and theory of linear recurring sequences,
a major branch of study in the field of cryptology. Recently, binary shifts
have been used to construct interesting examples of automorphisms of Connes�
Stormer entropy 0. In particular, examples of this sort have provided counter-
examples to the longstanding conjecture that the Connes�Stormer entropy
is additive under the operation of tensor product, [NST].

In this paper we assemble most of the results which have been obtained
on the theory of binary shifts (with the exception of entropy, see [C1, C2,
NST, NT, Pr2, and Y]). This paper may therefore be read without referring
to earlier papers on the subject. We also present a new result on the cocycle
conjugacy classes of binary shifts, which is a significant generalization of a
recent result which classified the cocycle conjugacy classes of binary shifts
of minimal commutant index [Pr].

1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND CONJUGACY OF
BINARY SHIFTS

We say that a V-endomorphism _ of the hyperfinite II1 factor R is a shift
if _ satisfies the range property �n _n(R)=CI. Obviously the range of _
must be a proper subfactor (which is isomorphic to R). Perhaps the most
straightforward way to construct examples of shifts is to view R as the
completion, in the GNS representation associated with the normalized trace,
of the UHF algebra �Mn(C) of type n�, n�2. Then the mapping _(A)=
In �A is a shift on R. The Jones index of the subfactor is n2, and it is not
difficult to show that the range _(R) has relative commutant in R isomorphic
to the algebra Mn(C) of n by n matrices. In this paper we study shifts _ on R
for which _(R) has Jones index 2, i.e., [R: _(R)]=2 (see [J]). By an abuse
of terminology we shall say that the V-endomorphism itself has index 2. Unlike
the class of examples just described, _(R) must have trivial relative commutant,
and as we shall see below, Theorem 5.8, there exist examples of shifts of
index 2 for which the range of _k has trivial relative commutant for any k
in N. This behavior is in marked contrast to the situation where _ is a shift
on a Type I factor M, in which _(M) and its relative commutant generate M.

The notions of conjugacy and outer conjugacy are central to the classi-
fication theory of automorphisms of the hyperfinite II1 factor (see [Co]),
and motivate the following definitions which pertain to unital V-endo-
morphisms of R.
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Definition 1.1. A pair : and ; of unital V-endomorphisms of R are
conjugate if there exists an automorphism # of R such that # b :=; b #.

Definition 1.2. A pair : and ; of unital V-endomorphisms on R are
cocycle conjugate if there exists a unitary element W in R such that
: b Ad(W) and ; are conjugate.

Some care must be exercised in the use of the second definition. In some
instances for example, there may exist unitary elements W and U and a
shift _ such that the elements _k(U), k # Z+, generate R, whereas if \ is the
V-endomorphism _ b Ad(W), [\k(U): k # Z+]" may be finite dimensional.

Proposition 1.1. The Jones subfactor index [R: _(R)] is a conjugacy
invariant.

Proof. Suppose : and ; are conjugate shifts. Then the subfactors :(R)
and ;(R) of R are conjugate. But then [J, Prop. 2.1.7] :(R) and ;(R) have
the same subfactor index in R. K

The proof of the following is similar.

Proposition 1.2. The Jones subfactor index [R: _(R)] is a cocycle
conjugacy invariant.

There is another numerical index for shifts which is both a conjugacy
and a cocycle conjugacy invariant. This is the least positive integer k such
that _k(R)$ & R is nontrivial, which we shall call the commutant index of _.
We shall return to this notion in Section 5 where we give a detailed account
of the relationship between the commutant index and a periodicity condition
for our main object of study, the binary shifts on R (Theorem 5.8).

Next we describe some of the notions which occur in the theory of index
for subfactors and which are relevant to our study of shifts of index 2.
The reader is referred to [J] (cf. also [Gd]). If N/R is a subfactor of
index 2 in R, then there is a hermitian unitary element S in R such that
R=[A+BS: A, B # N]. In particular, Ad(S) restricts to a period 2 (outer)
automorphism of N. Note that S is not unique: if U is unitary and S$=USU*,
for example, then S$ and N also generate R. Let 8 be the conditional expecta-
tion from R to N. Then the linear mapping %=28&I is an automorphism
of R. Note that %(S)=&S and that % fixes N. Hence % is itself a period 2
automorphism, which satisfies %(A)=A if and only if A # N. If P/N/M
are factors, [M : N][N : P]=[M : P]. Either [M : N]=1, in which case
N=M, or [M : N]�2. It then follows, for shifts of index 2, that for k, n # Z+,
[:k(R) : :k+n(R)]=2n. If R is the hyperfinite II1 factor and if [R : N]<4,
the relative commutant N$ & R is trivial. If [R : N]=4, either N$ & R is
trivial or is generated by a hermitian unitary element, hence has dimension 2.
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In particular, if [R: N]=4 and E # N$ & R is a projection, then the trace
tr on R satisfies tr(E)=0, 1�2, or 1.

Definition 1.3. A shift : on R is called a binary shift (or Powers shift)
if there is a unitary U # R satisfying the following requirements.

(i) U p=I,

(ii) U:k(U)U &1=\:k(U),

(iii) R=[U, :(U), :2(U), ...]".

The unitary U is called an :-generator of R. We will show that if : is a
binary shift of R and U, V are both generators, then U=\V, Theorem 1.7.
Theorem 1.8 shows that the anticommutation set S=S:=[k # Z+: U:k(U)
=&:k(U)U] is a complete conjugacy invariant.

Example 1.1. An example of a binary shift may be constructed using
the sequence of Jones projections [ei : i # Z+] which satisfy the identities
[J, Theorem 4.1.1]

ei ei+1ei=1�2ei . (1.1.1)

Let ui , i # Z+, be the hermitian unitaries 2ei&I. From the equation above
it is straightforward to show that

ui uj={&uju i ,
uj ui ,

if |i& j |=1,
otherwise.

(1.1.2)

Since the ei 's generate R, so of course do the ui 's. Let { be the V-endomorphism
on R which is induced from the mapping {(ui)=ui+1 , i # Z+. This is done
by extending to linear combinations of (finite) words in the ui 's in the
obvious way. It is not difficult to show that { is a shift on R of index 2,
with {-generator U=u0 and with ui={i (U). From (1.1.2) it follows that
the relative commutant of {2(R) is nontrivial and is generated by u0 , so {
is a shift of commutant index 2. Corollary 7.13 shows that all binary shifts
of commutant index 2 are cocycle conjugate to this shift.

Definition 1.4. The normalizer N(:) of a unital V-endomorphism : of
R is the subgroup of the unitary group V(R) consisting of those elements
W for which Ad(W) preserves :k(R) for all k.

The following results (which appear in [Po]) give a characterization of
N(:). Before stating these results it will be helpful to set down the following
notation. If : is a binary shift with generator U then for j # Z+ set uj=: j (U).
Then the anticommutation set as above is the set S=S:=[k # Z+: u0uk=
&uk u0]. For finite subsets Q=[q0 , ..., qn] of Z+, with q0< } } } <qn ,
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define U(Q)=U(q0 , ..., qn)=uq0
uq1

} } } uqn
. Set U(<)=I. Observe that for a

pair of finite subsets Q, Q$ of Z+,

U(Q) U(Q$)=\U(Q2Q$),

where Q2Q$ is the symmetric difference.

Lemma 1.3. If Q/Z+ is nonempty and finite, then tr(U(Q))=0.

Proof. We shall show that there is a ui which anticommutes with U(Q). If
this were false then U(Q) would lie in the center of R, and therefore we would
have U(Q)=uq0

uq1
} } } uqn

=\I. Multiplying both sides of this equation on the
right by uqn

shows that uqn
may be expressed in terms of u0 , ..., uqn&1

. It then
follows that for all m�qn , um may be expressed in terms of the first qn gener-
ators. But this leads to the conclusion that R is finite-dimensional. Hence by
contradiction we have uiU(Q)ui=&U(Q) for some i. Taking the trace gives
tr(U(Q))=tr(uiU(Q)ui)=&tr(U(Q)), giving the result. K

Lemma 1.4. Suppose Q is a nonempty subset of [0, 1, ..., n] for some
n # Z+. Then tr(U(Q) :n+1(A))=0 for all A # R.

Proof. Any element in :n+1(R) may be realized as the strong limit of
linear combinations of words of the form U(Q$), where Q$=< or is a finite
subset of [n+1, n+2, ...]. Since Q2Q$=Q _ Q$, U(Q) U(Q$)=\U(Q _ Q$).
By the preceding lemma, tr(U(Q) U(Q$))=0, so tr(U(Q) :n+1(A))=0 for
all A in R. K

Lemma 1.5. Let % be the period 2 automorphism of R given by %=28&I,
where 8 is the conditional expectation from R to :(R). Then for finite subsets
Q/Z+, %(U(Q))=&U(Q) if 0 # Q, and % fixes U(Q) otherwise.

Proof. If 0 � Q then u(Q) # :(R) and so is fixed by %. Suppose 0 # Q,
then 8(U(Q))=0, so %(U(Q))=&U(Q). K

Theorem 1.6. A unitary element W lies in the normalizer N(:) of : if
and only if it is a scalar multiple of U(Q) for some finite subset Q of Z+.

Proof. It is clear from the anticommutation relations in the definition
of a binary shift above that any element W=U(Q) either commutes or
anticommutes with the shifts :k(U) of the generator U, and so must lie
in N(:).

Suppose W # N(:), then Ad(W) restricts to an automorphism of :(R)
i.e., there exists # # Aut(R) such that for all A in R, W:(A) W &1=:(#(A)).
Applying % to this equation yields %(W) :(A) %(W&1)=%(:(#(A)))=
:(#(A)), so that W&1%(W) # :(R)$ & R. Since this algebra is trivial we have
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W&1%(W)=* I, for some * # C, so that %(W)=* W. Since % b %=Id, either
*=1 or *=&1.

For convenience set uk=:k(U), k # Z+. We claim there is a unique
element W1 # N(:) such that either W=u0:(W1) or :(W1). If %(W)=W
then W # :(R): Setting W=:(W1), it is straightforward to show that
W1 # N(:). Otherwise, %(W)=&W so %(u0 W)=u0W and therefore u0 W
=:(W1) for some W1 # R. Hence W=u0:(W1), and since u0 and W are in
N(:), W1 # N(:) also. In either case we have W=uk0

0
:(W1). Arguing for

W1 as for W, one has W1=uk1
0

:(W2), so that W=uk0
0

uk1
1

:2(W2). Continuing
in this fashion leads, for any n # N, to the expression W=uk0

0
uk1

1
} } } ukn&1

n&1
:n(Wn).

We prove that for sufficiently large n, Wn must be a scalar multiple of the
identity. For if not, let U(Q) be any word in R, and choose n greater than
max[q: q # Q]. Since Wn # N(:) and since it is nontrivial, we argue as
above to conclude that there is a j # Z+ such that Wn=uj: j+1(Y), for
some Y # R, so that W=uk0

0
uk1

1
} } } ukn&1

n&1
un+j :n+ j+1(Y). Since n+ j � Q,

applying Lemma 1.4 shows that tr(U(Q)W)=0. But since linear combinations
of words are dense in R, we have tr(AW)=0 for all A # R, a contradiction.
Hence Wn is trivial for some n, and we are done. K

Remark 1.1. We refer the reader to [PP2, Theorem 3.7] where Powers
and the author have given a characterization of the elements which lie in
the normalizer of N(:) (see also Theorem 7.8), i.e., of those unitary
elements V which satisfy VN(:)V &1/N(:). In that paper we conjectured
that a pair of binary shifts are cocycle conjugate if and only if one can find
a unitary V which normalizes the group N(:) such that : b Ad(V) and ; are
conjugate. The conjecture holds for those pairs of binary shifts having
commutant index 2, (cf. Corollary 7.13).

Theorem 1.7. Suppose : is a binary shift with :-generators U and V.
Then either U=V or U=&V.

Proof. Since U and V are :-generators they lie in N(:). From the
previous theorem V may be expressed in the form *1Uk0 :(U)k1 } } } :s(U)ks

and U may be written as *2V j0:(V) j1 } } } :m(V) jm. Combining these expressions
gives a representation of U in terms of itself and its shifts :k(U). By an
application of Lemma 1.3 this representation could hold only if U=*V.
Since U and V are hermitian, *=\1. K

In Theorem 4.2 we shall determine which subsets of Z+ arise as anti-
commutation sets S(:) for binary shifts. The following result uses the S(:)'s
to determine the conjugacy classes of these shifts.

Theorem 1.8. A pair of binary shifts are conjugate if and only if they
have the same anticommutation sets.
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Proof. If U is an :-generator and ;=# b : b #&1 then #(U) is a ;-generator.
It follows easily that S(:)=S(;). Conversely, suppose S(:)=S(;). Let U be
an :-generator and let V be a ;-generator. Then the mapping (;k(V))=
#(:k(U), k # Z+, can be extended to an automorphism on R, and ;=# b : b #&1.

K

2. TOEPLITZ MATRICES OVER FINITE FIELDS
OF CHARACTERISTIC 2

This section is devoted to establishing some results about the structure
of Toeplitz matrices over finite fields of characteristic 2. Of particular
importance is the unimodality property governing the ranks of sequences of
related Toeplitz matrices, Corollary 2.10. We shall use this result, as well as
some results on congruence of sequences of Toeplitz matrices over the field
F=Z�2Z, as a means of establishing our main results on the cocycle
conjugacy of binary shifts, viz., Theorem 7.12 and Corollary 7.13.

By a Toeplitz matrix Tn over a finite field K we shall mean a matrix of
the form

a0 a1 a2 a3 } } } an&2 an&1

a1 a0 a1 a2 } } } an&3 an&2_ a2 a1 a0 a1 } } } an&4 an&3&b
an&1 an&2 an&3 an&4 } } } a1 a0

with entries a0 , a1 , ..., an&1 in K, and with a0=0. (The reader should be
aware that this terminology is not used consistently in the literature. The
term Toeplitz matrix is usually used to refer to semi-infinite matrices which
correspond to a Toeplitz operator on a separable Hilbert space, [BH, GS].
In this case, of course K=C.) Although we specialize in this section to the
situation in which K has characteristic 2, our motivation is drawn from
the situation in which K=F, the field of 2 elements, and the entries of the
matrix Tn correspond to the anticommutation set of a binary shift :, where
ai=1 if i # S(:) and ai=0 otherwise. In this setting it is quite straight-
forward (see Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4) to make a connection between
the nullity of the matrices Tn and the dimension the centers Zn of the
algebras Bn(S). In fact, we shall see that if null(Tn)=&n , then dim Zn=2&n,
and so a computation of the sequence [&n : n # Z+] is a key step towards the
determination of the Bratteli diagram corresponding to the AF-algebras A(S),
Theorem 3.5. In this way we also obtain detailed information about the words
(in the generators ui) which lie in the centers Zn of An(S). The nullity sequence
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[&n : n # Z+] exhibits a rather remarkable unimodality property, shown in
Corollary 2.10. We believe this result to be new, although related to earlier
work of Iohvidov and others [I] on the structure of Toeplitz matrices over
fields of characteristic 0.

The results on the ranks of Toeplitz matrices presented in this section
generalize those which appear in Section 5 of [PP2], (see also [CP]).

A pair A and B of n_n matrices over a field K are said to be congruent
if there exists an invertible matrix U such that A=U tBU (U t is the trans-
pose of U). The notion of congruence is easily seen to be an equivalence
relation, and has numerous applications in number theory and classical
matrix theory, [N]. In particular, let ( , )A be the quadratic form on Kn

satisfying (x, y)A=xtAy for vectors x, y # K n. Congruent matrices yield
equivalent quadratic forms [N, Section IV.2]. In this section we present
some well-known results on the congruence of matrices over the field F. In
Section 7 we shall use these results as a key to determining some cocycle
conjugacy classes of binary shifts on the hyperfinite II1 factor. Unfortunately,
the usual proofs used in establishing results on congruence of matrices do
not provide information about the implementing matrices U which is quite
as detailed as we require for our purposes, so we shall be giving a largely
self-contained presentation of these results, tailored to our applications.

Unless otherwise noted, we will make the standing assumption in this
section that the diagonal entries a0 of the Toeplitz matrices are 0.

We begin by establishing some preliminary results on the rank of the Tn 's.
Before doing so, we introduce the following notation and terminology. We
number the rows and columns of an n by n matrix so the initial row is the
zeroeth row, the last row is the (n&1)th row, and similarly for the columns.
Then for any i{ j between 0 and n&1, and ` # K, let Eij (`) be the matrix,
usually referred to as an elementary transformation matrix, having 1's
along the main diagonal, ` in the (i, j) position, and 0's elsewhere. Note
that AEij (`) is the matrix obtained from A by adding ` times column j of
A to column i of A, and Eij (`)A is obtained from A by adding ` times row
j to row i of A. If ` is 1 then we shall write Eij (`)=Eij . The following result
is obvious.

Lemma 2.1. Let K be a field of characteristic 2. Then

(i) the transpose Eij (`)t of Eij (t) is E ji (`),

(ii) Eij (`)&1=Eij (`).

Lemma 2.2. If A and B are congruent matrices then they have the same
rank.

Proof. This is obvious since the implementing matrix U is required to
be invertible. K
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Lemma 2.3. If A is a symmetric matrix then so is any matrix which is
congruent to A.

Proof. (U tAU)t=U tAtU tt=U tAU. K

Proposition 2.4 ([N, Theorem IV.11]). A symmetric matrix A # Mn(K)
with 0 diagonal has even rank.

Proof. The result is trivial if a0=a1= } } } =an&1=0. Otherwise, let aj=`
be the first nonzero entry element. If j>1 the matrix B=E1j (`&1)t AE1j (`&1)
is easily seen to have [ 0

1
1
0] as its upper left corner. If `k is the entry in the

(0, k) position of B, for k>1, let E1 be the product of elementary transfor-
mations E1=>n

k=2 E1k(`). Then B is congruent via the product E1 to a
(necessarily symmetric and 0 diagonal) matrix with initial row 0 1 0 } } } 0.
Similarly, there is a product E0 of elementary transformations of the form
E0k(`$k), k>1, such that E t

1BE1 is congruent via E0 to a matrix with row 1
equal to 1 0 } } } 0. Then A has rank equal to 2 (the rank of its upper 2
by 2 corner) plus the rank of the n&2 by n&2 matrix in the lower-right
corner of Et

0 E t
1BE1 E0 . The result follows by induction. K

It will be useful to have the following terminology and notation. For any
n # N, let Kn denote the vector space of column vectors of length n over K.
Given a matrix A with entries in K, the word kernel shall be used to refer
to the right kernel of A. If k # Kn, let k� # K n be the column vector obtained
by reversing the order of the entries of k. The new vector is called the flip
of k. Let %k # Kn+1 be the vector obtained by adjoining a final entry of 0
to k. If k=[k0 , ..., kn]t is a vector with kn=0, then sk, the shift of k, is the
vector [0, k0 , ..., kn&1]t (of the same length as k). Finally, if Tn is the
Toeplitz matrix above, we use the notation \n and &n to denote its rank
and nullity, respectively.

Corollary 2.5. Let [ai : i # Z] be a sequence in a field of characteristic 2,
with a0=0. Let [Tn] be the corresponding sequence of Toeplitz matrices. Either
\n+1=\n or \n+1=\n+2.

Proof. Obvious, since \n+1 must be even. K

Lemma 2.6. A vector k lies in the kernel of Tn if and only its flip does.

Proof. This follows from the fact that for any j=0, 1, ..., n&1, the j th
row from the top of Tn is the flip of the j th row from the bottom. K

Lemma 2.7. Suppose the Toeplitz matrix Tn has full rank. Then &n+1=1,
and ker(Tn+1) is spanned by a single vector k=[k0 , ..., kn] such that k0 {0,
kn {0, and such that k� =ck for some nonzero scalar c in K.
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Proof. Since Tn has full rank, \n=n. Since \n+1�n+1, and since Tn+1

must have even rank, \n+1=n. Hence &n+1=1 so that there is a nonzero
vector k spanning ker(Tn+1). By the previous lemma, k� # ker(Tn+1), so k�
must be a scalar multiple of k. Hence k0=0 if and only if kn=0. But if
k0=0=kn , it is obvious that the vector obtained by deleting the first entry
of k is in ker(Tn), which contradicts the assumption that Tn has full rank.

K

Lemma 2.8. If \n=\n+1 for some n # Z+, then %(ker(Tn))/ker(Tn+1).

Proof. If the hypotheses hold, the last row of Tn+1 is in the linear span
of the first n rows of the matrix. If k # ker(Tn) then %k annihilates the first
n rows of Tn+1 . But since the last row of Tn+1 is in the span of the first
n rows, %k also annihilates the last row. K

Theorem 2.9. If \n<\n+1<n+1, then \n+1<\n+2 .

Proof. Since \n+1<n+1, ker(Tn+1) is nontrivial. We show that any
k=[k0 , ..., kn+1]t in ker(Tn+1) has first and last entries 0. For suppose
kn+1 {0, then from Tn+1k=0 it follows that ktTn+1=0. Hence the first
n entries [an+1 , ..., a1] of the last row of Tn+1 is a vector in the span of
the rows of Tn . But from this it would follow that %(ker(Tn) is a subspace
of ker(Tn+1), so that &n+1�&n . This is false, however, since \n+&n+1
=n+1=\n+1+&n+1=(\n+2)+&n+1 , using the hypotheses and the
corollary above. Hence kn+1=0 for all k # ker(Tn+1). Since ker(Tn+1) is
invariant under the flip, k0=0 also.

Now choose a vector k # ker(Tn+1) such that the position of its first nonzero
entry occurs at or before the position of the first nonzero entry of any other
nontrivial vector in ker(Tn+1). Suppose \n+2=\n+1 . Then by the previous
lemma, %(ker(Tn+1))/ker(Tn+2). Let (%k)$ be the vector in Kn+1 obtained
by deleting the first entry of %k. Since %k # ker(Tn+2) it is clear that (%k)$
lies in ker(Tn+1), which contradicts the assumption made about the position
of the first nonzero entry of k. From this contradiction it follows that
\n+2>\n . K

Corollary 2.10. (Unimodality) The nullity sequence [&n=null(Tn):
n # Z+] is unimodal in the sense that it satisfies one of the following proper-
ties: Either

(i) there exists a sequence of positive integers [mi] such that [&n] is
the concatenation of strings of the form 1, 2, ..., mi&1, mi , mi&1, ..., 1, 0, or,

(ii) [&n] consists of finitely many strings of the form above, followed
by the sequence 1, 2, 3, ... .
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Condition (ii) holds if and only if the doubly-infinite sequence [..., a2 , a1 ,
a0 , a1 , a2 , ...] is periodic.

Proof. That either condition (i) or (ii) holds is clear from the theorem.
Suppose the doubly-infinite sequence above is periodic. By use of a straight-
forward generalization of the proof of Theorem 4.1, in which the field F is
replaced with any field K of characteristic 2, there is a q # N and a vector
k=[k0 , ..., kq&1]t such that k has scalar product 0 with any q consecutive
entries of the sequence. From this it follows that for any j # Z+ the vector
% jk=[k0 , ..., kq , 0, ..., 0]t and all of its shifts, s% jk, s2% jk, ..., s j% jk are in
the ker(Tq+ j). Then by the theorem we must have \q=\q+1=\q+2= } } } ,
so that condition (ii) holds.

Conversely, suppose (ii). Then after some point q # Z+, &q+ j=&q for all
j�0, so \q=\q+1= } } } . By condition (ii) we may assume either that q=0
or that &q=0. If q=0 then \m=m&&m=0 for all m, so that ai=0 for all
i, and the doubly-infinite sequence is obviously periodic. If q>0, \q=q,
i.e., Tq has full rank. Then also \q+ j=q. In particular, &q+1=1 so there is
a single nonzero vector k=[k0 , ..., kq]t spanning ker(Tq+1). By repeated
applications of Lemma 2.8, the vector % j&1k # ker(Tq+ j), for all j�1.
Hence k has scalar product 0 over K with any q+1 consecutive elements
of the sequence ..., aq+ j , ..., a2 , a1 , a0 , ..., aq . On the other hand the flip of
k is a scalar multiple of k, and therefore k must have scalar product 0 with
any q+1 consecutive elements of the flipped sequence aq , ..., a2 , a1 , a0 ,
a1 , ... . But then k has scalar product 0 with any q+1 consecutive entries
of the doubly-infinite sequence in the statement of the corollary. From this
observation it follows easily (see, e.g., [LN, Section 6.1]) that the doubly-
infinite sequence is periodic. K

Suppose now that +=[+n]�
1 is a sequence of non-negative integers

satisfying either of the unimodality conditions in the statement of the
corollary. We construct a sequence [aj]�

0 of elements of K, with a0=0,
such that the sequence of Toeplitz matrices [Tn] has a nullity sequence
&=[&n] coinciding precisely with + (cf. [PP2, Corollary 6.7; CP,
Theorem 2.9]). First observe that the trivial case +n=n for all n # N may
realized by choosing ai=0 for all i (in fact, this is the only way). Now
suppose + is any other unimodal sequence: Then + has the property that
for some m # N, +j= j and +m+ j=m& j for 1� j�m. It is not difficult to
check that by choosing a0 , a1 , ..., am&1 all 0, and am=1, that the corre-
sponding Tj 's satisfy &j=+j= j, for 1� j�m. The matrix Tm+1 clearly has
rank 2 so its nullity &m+1 is m&1, which agrees with +m+1 . Then by repeated
application of Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.5 it follows that Tm+ j has rank
\m+ j=2j, for 1� j�m, so &m+ j=m+ j&2j=m& j=+m+ j . Since &2m=0,
we must have &2m+1=1, by Corollary 2.10.
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Suppose then that n # N is such that &n=0, &n+1=1, and &k=+k for
1�k�n+1. There are two cases to consider in order to complete the
argument.

Case (i). There is a q # N such that +n+ j= j for 1� j�q, and
+n+q+ j=q& j for 1� j�q.

By Lemma 2.7 a single vector k, whose first and last entries k0 and kn are
nonzero, spans ker(Tn+1). Then for j=1, 2, ..., q&1 we may choose, suc-
cessively, terms an+ j , such that k has scalar product 0 over K with the vec-
tors [aj , ..., an+ j]. Using the fact from the same lemma that k and its flip
are scalar multiples of each other, it is not difficult to show that for fixed
j, % j&1k and its shifts, s% j&1k, s2% j&1k, ..., s j&1% j&1k, all lie in ker(Tn+ j).
Hence the nullities &n+ j satisfy the inequalities &n+ j� j. But since &n+1=1,
&n+ j� j, so &n+ j= j, \n+ j=n. Now choose an+q+1 such that k has
nonzero scalar product with [aq+1 , ..., an+q+1]: This is always possible
to arrange since kn {0. But then the vector [0, ..., 0, k0 , ..., kn] t=sq%qk
is not in ker(Tn+q+1), hence neither is its flip, [kn , ..., k0 , 0, ..., 0]t and
since k and its flip are scalar multiples of one another, neither is
[k0 , ..., kn , 0, ..., 0]t in ker(Tn+q+1). Hence %(ker(Tn+q)) is not contained
in ker(Tn+q+1), and therefore, by Lemma 2.8, \n+q {\n+q+1 . Then
\n+q+1=\n+q+2, &n+q+1=&n+q&1=q&1. Applying Theorem 2.9 once
again, \n+q+ j=\n+q+2j=\n+2j=n+2j, for j=1, 2, ..., q, so that
&n+q+ j=q& j=+n+q+ j .

If +n=0 for infinitely many n # N then we may continue to fill out the
sequence [ai] so that &=+. Otherwise, there is a last n # N such that
+n=0, so that we turn to the following case.

Case (ii). +n+ j= j for all j # N.

As above there is a single vector k spanning the ker(Tn+1) and which
has nonzero first and last entries. This time we choose terms an+ j

successively such that k has 0 scalar product with [aj , ..., an+ j]. Then for
all j we may argue as above to show &n+ j= j=+n+ j , so that &=+. Hence
we have established the following.

Theorem 2.11. Given any unimodal sequence + of non-negative integers
(as in the corollary above) there is a sequence [ai] in K, with a0=0, such that
the corresponding sequence [Tn] of Toeplitz matrices has nullity sequence
&=[&n] coinciding with +.

In [CP] it was shown that for each n # N the number of Toeplitz matrices
Tn with 0 diagonal and with rank s<n is (q&1)[qn&s&1+qn&s&2], where
K is any finite field of characteristic 2. If n is even the number of invertible
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Toeplitz matrices is (q&1)qn&2. This latter result is rather straightforward
to prove in the case where q=2, and we do so below.

Theorem 2.12 (cf. [CP, Corollary 2.10]). Let F be the field of charac-
teristic 2 consisting of 2 elements. If n is even then the number of invertible
n_n Toeplitz matrices with 0 diagonal is 2n&2.

Proof. Suppose m is an even integer and Am is an invertible Toeplitz
matrix with 0 diagonal. For any integer p=2k we count the number of
invertible Toeplitz matrices Am+ p which (i) have Am in the upper left
corner, and (ii) satisfy &(Am+ j)= j for 0� j�k. Since &(Am+ p) is assumed
to be 0, it follows from Corollary 2.10 above that &(Am+k+ j)=k& j
for 0� j�k. Therefore, once am , am+1 , ..., am+k , have been chosen, the
nullities of the successive matrices Am+k+2 , ..., Am+2k decrease regardless
of the choices for am+k+1 , ..., am+2k&1 so that these entries may be chosen
arbitrarily. Note also from the corollary that since &(Am)=0, &(Am+1)=1
regardless of the choice of am , so that am is also arbitrary. It follows from
the proof of Case (i) of the corollary that there is only one choice to be
made, however, for each of the entries am+1 , ..., am+k&1 , in order to keep
the nullities of the matrices increasing until Am+k . Then there is only one
choice available for am+k to achieve &(Am+k+1)<&(Am+k). Therefore the
number of invertible m+p by m+p with Am in the upper left corner is
2k&1.

Write n=2r. Divide the invertible n_n Toeplitz matrices (with 0
diagonal) into disjoint sets Sm$ m=0, 2, 4, ..., 2(r&1), where for m positive,
Sm consists of those matrices Am whose m_m upper left corner submatrix
is invertible but for which no larger upper left corner matrix is invertible,
except for An itself. S0 is the set of those matrices An none of whose upper
left corners is invertible except for An itself. From the previous paragraph
Sn has cardinality 2r&1. By induction and by use of the previous
paragraph, Sm has cardinality 2m&2 } 21�2(n&m)=2r+j&2, where m=2j.
Then the total number of n_n invertible matrices is 2r&1+�r

j=1 2r+j&2=
22r&2=2n&2. K

As an application of this result we show that there are countably many
nonconjugate binary shifts of commutant index 2. In Corollary 7.13 we
shall show, however, that they are all cocycle conjugate.

Corollary 2.13. There are infinitely conjugacy classes of binary shifts
of commutant index 2.

Proof. Since, by Theorem 1.8, binary shifts are conjugate if and only
if their bitstreams agree, we seek infinitely many distinct bitstreams (a)
whose corresponding binary shift _ has commutant index 2. Let n be a
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positive even integer. By the preceding result there is an invertible
Toeplitz matrix A with 0's along its diagonal, and by the proof of the preced-
ing result we may even assume A to have been chosen such that no proper
Toeplitz matrix lying in the upper left corner of A is invertible. Let a0 ,
a1 , ..., an&1 be the entries of the first row of A. Since A is invertible there
exists a vector c=[c1 , ..., cn]t such that Ac=[a1+an+1, a2+an&1 ,
a3+an&2 , ..., an+a1]t. Then we may choose an+1 , an+2 , ... inductively so
that c satisfies the system A�c=b, where A� is the semi-infinite matrix

a0 a1 a2 } } } an&1

a1 a0 a1 an&2

a2 a1 a0 an&3

b
an&1 an&2 an&3 a0

an an&1 an&2 a1

an+1 an an&1 a2

b

and b=[a1+an+1, a2+an&1 , a3+an&2 , ..., an+a1 , an+1+a0 , an+2

+a1 , ...]t. Let (a) be the bitstream constructed in this way. If _ is the corre-
sponding shift with generators u1 , i # Z+, let w be the word uc0

0
uc1

1
} } } ucn

n ucn+1
n+1

,
where c0=1=cn+1 . Then one may check that the linear system represented
by the matrix equation A� c=b is equivalent to the word w possessing the
following properties: (i) w anticommutes with u1 , and (ii) w commutes with
uj for j�2. Hence w commutes with _2(R) so that _ has commutant index 2.

Given the invertibility conditions imposed on A, if m is an even positive
integer distinct from n, and A$ is an m_m Toeplitz matrix satisfying similar
invertibility conditions as A, then the bitstreams (a) and (a$) resulting from
the construction of the previous paragraph are distinct. K

3. BINARY SHIFT ALGEBRAS

In the next section we give an explicit characterization of which subsets
of N are anticommutator sets for binary shifts on R. As a step in this
direction, we construct below, for any subset S of N, a binary shift algebra
B(S) generated (as a group algebra) by a sequence of hermitian unitaries
satisfying commutation relations determined by S. A more precise definition
is given below. We shall indicate how to construct the Bratteli diagram for
the AF-algebra A(S) associated with B(S). As we shall see, if S is the anti-
commutator set for a binary shift on R, then A(S) is the UHF algebra of
type 2�. Some of the results of this section are drawn from [Po, Section 3].
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Definition 3.1. Suppose S is a (possibly infinite) subset of N. The binary
shift algebra B(S) over S is the group algebra generated by elements ui , i # Z+

satisfying the relations

(i) ui*=ui ,

(ii) u2
i =I,

(iii) uiuj=a(i, j) ujui ,

where a(i, j)=&1 if |i& j | # S and a(i, j)=1 if |i& j | � S. If Q=[i0 , i1 , ..., in],
i0<i1< } } } <in is a finite subset of Z+ then u(Q) is defined to be
ui0

ui1
} } } uin

.
Note that Example 1.1 arises as the completion of a binary shift algebra

B(S) with S=[1].

Remark 3.1. Given the translation invariance of the coefficients a(i, j),
i.e., a(i+k, j+k)=a(i, j), for i, j, k # Z+, it is possible to define a unital
homomorphism _=_S on B(S) by setting _(u(Q))=u(Q+1)=ui0+1+
ui1+1 } } } uin+1 . Our goal is to describe for which sets S the algebra B(S)
may be completed to yield the hyperfinite II1 factor R, in which case _ will
extend to form a binary shift as in Section 1.

The following notation and terminology will be used quite often in this
paper. In particular, the term bitstream is appropriated from the theory of
Linear Recurring Sequences, which has applications to cryptography. Although
these sequences are easily generated and widely used in the transmission of
encoded messages, some of their properties are quite subtle and not well
understood. We shall show that some of the elementary number theoretical
results pertaining to Linear Recurring Sequences may be applied in the
present setting towards the analysis of binary shifts. For more about the
theory of these sequences, the reader is referred to [FM, G1, LN, Z]. We
shall have occasion to draw from some of these references below.

Definition 3.2. Let S be a of N. The bitstream, a(S), corresponding
to S, is a sequence a0 , a1 , ... of 0's and 1's where aj=1 if j # S and aj=0
otherwise, (i.e., aj=a( j, 0) in the notation of the preceding definition). The
corresponding Toeplitz sequence [An] is the sequence of Toeplitz matrices
defined as in the previous section, where An is the n by n matrix whose
initial row has the entries a0 , a1 , ..., an&1 .

For n # Z+, the words u(Q) with Q/[0, ..., n&1] generate a subalgebra
Bn(S) of B(S) of dimension 2n. Since we have the unital inclusions Bn(S)/
Bn+1(S) of finite-dimensional algebras, it follows that the C*-algebra
completion A(S) of any binary shift algebra is an AF-algebra [Br]. The
rank results obtained in the previous section for sequences of Toeplitz
matrices will enable us to construct the Bratteli diagrams for the binary shift
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algebras. We shall use these diagrams to show that A(S) is either the UHF
algebra of type 2� or is isomorphic to the tensor product of a matrix algebra
with the algebra of continuous functions on the Cantor set, Theorem 3.4.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose A is an element of the center of Bn(S). Then A may
be written as a linear combination of words, each of which lies in the center
of Bn(S).

Proof. We may assume A{0. Writing A=� bQU(Q), where the sum
is taken over those subsets Q of [0, 1, ..., n&1] for which bQ {0, then for
any word w in Bn(S) we have A=w*Aw=� bQw*U(Q)w. Since w*U(Q)w
=+U(Q), each U(Q) in the expression for A must commute with w. K

Lemma 3.2. For n # N, a word z=uk0
0

} } } ukn&1
n&1

lies in the center of Bn(S)
if and only if k=[k0 , ..., kn&1]t # ker(An), where An is the n by n Toeplitz
matrix associated with a(S).

Proof. It is clear that z commutes with uj , j # [0, 1, ..., n&1], if and
only if the product of the jth row of An with k is 0. K

Lemma 3.3. If the Toeplitz matrix An has nullity &n=q then the center
of Bn(S) is a 2q-dimensional algebra.

Proof. Combine the two preceding lemmas. K

Remark 3.2. In light of the preceding result we shall also refer to the
nullity sequence [&n : n # N] as the center sequence corresponding to the
binary shift algebra B(S), or corresponding to a binary shift _ whose anti-
commutator set is S. By the lemma we have, for Zn the center of Bn(S),
that &n=log2 dim(Zn).

We may obtain the following useful result by combining the preceding
lemmas with the unimodality results of Section 2.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose there is a positive integer n such that the Toeplitz
matrix An has full rank. Suppose moreover that there is a positive integer m
such that, for 1� j�2m, the nullities &n+ j=null(An+ j) are 1, ..., m&1, m,
m&1, ..., 1, 0. Then there is a word z=uk0

0 uk1
1 } } } ukn

n in Bn+1(S) such that

(o) k=[k0 , ..., kn]t is flip-symmetric,

(i) k0=1=kn ,

(ii) if 1� j�m, the center of Bn+ j (S) is the 2 j-dimensional algebra
generated by z, _(z), ..., _ j&1(z), and

(iii) if 1�r�m&1, the center of Bn+m+r(S) is the 2m&r-dimensional
algebra generated by _r(z), ..., _m&1(z).
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Proof. By the unimodality property of the nullities of the Toeplitz
matrices (Corollary 2.10), either &n+ j= j for all j # Z+, or there is an m
such that the nullities of the Toeplitz sequence behave as above. By
Lemma 2.7 there is a vector k which spans the kernel of An+1 and which
satisfies (o) and (i). By Lemma 3.3 the corresponding word z must generate
the center of Bn+1(S). The rest of (ii) follows by applying the results of
Lemma 2.8, Corollary 2.10, and Lemma 3.3. Turning to (iii), the dimension
of the center follows from Corollary 2.10, and Lemmas 3.1�3.3. Applying
(ii) with j=m, we get that _r(z), ..., _m&1(z) all commute with u0 , ..., un+m&1.
On the other hand, since z commutes with u0 , ..., un+m&1 , _S(z) commutes
with us , ..., un+m+s&1 , so we see that _r(z), ..., _m&1(z) all commute with
un+m , ..., un+m+r&1, and (iii) follows from the fact that _r(z), ..., _m&1(z)
generate a 2m&r dimensional algebra. K

We may use the theorem to analyze the structure of the binary shift
algebras B(S). First note that an argument nearly identical to the proof of
Lemma 3.1 shows that the center Z of B(S) is generated by the words it
contains. Now suppose the nullity sequence &n=null(An), n # Z+ includes
infinitely many 0's. Suppose z=u(Q) is a nontrivial word in the center.
Choose n # N such that n>max Q. Then z lies in the center of Bn(S). But
if n is also chosen so that &n=0, then An has trivial kernel, so that Bn(S)
has trivial center, a contradiction. Hence if Z is nontrivial then &n=0 at
most finitely often.

If &n is never 0 then by Corollary 2.10, &n=n for all n. Hence An is the
0 matrix for all n, so that S=<. Hence Z=B(S)=B(<). For i # Z+,
let p+

i be the projection 1�2(I+ui) and let p&
i =1�2(I&ui). For m # N

there are 2m-mutually orthogonal projections q in Bm(<) of the form
q0 q1 } } } qm&1 , where each qi is either p+

i or p&
i . Clearly Bm(<) is the

direct sum of the one-dimensional algebras Cq. Note that q=qp+
m +qp&

m ,
so that Cq splits as the direct sum of two one-dimensional algebras in
Bm+1(<). The Bratteli diagram for B(<) has the following form.

The AF algebra formed as the completion of this diagram (in the topology
of uniform convergence) is therefore isomorphic to the algebra of conti-
nuous functions on the Cantor set, [E].
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Next suppose that S/N is such that the nullity sequence takes the value
0 at least once but still only finitely often. We may assume that n has been
chosen so that &n=0 and &n+ j>0 for j>0. Then in fact, by Corollary 2.10,
&n+ j= j for all j>0 and therefore by Theorem 3.4.ii, there is a word z such
that z, _(z), ..., _ j&1(z) generates the center of Bn+ j (S). But then it is clear
that z, _(z), ... generate the center B(S). Also by the theorem, Bn(S) is
isomorphic to a matrix algebra M (in fact M=M2n�2(C), since Bn(S) is an
algebra of dimension 2n. Since Bn+ j (S) is generated by Bn(S), z, ..., _ j&1(z),
one can reason as above that, starting with Bn(S), the Bratteli diagram for
B(S) is as follows.

Hence the AF-algebra associated with B(S) is isomorphic to the tensor
product of M with the algebra of the continuous functions on the Cantor
set.

Next suppose that Z is trivial, Then &n=0 infinitely often. Hence by
Theorem 3.4, Bn(S) has trivial center for infinitely many n. Hence Bn(S) is
isomorphic to a matrix algebra, which, as above, must be M2n�2(S). Hence
the AF-algebra associated with B(S) is the UHF of type 2�, [E]. Hence
we have obtained the following.

Theorem 3.5. Let S be a subset of N. Let B(S) be the corresponding
binary shift algebra. If B(S) has a nontrivial center, then there is a word z
such that z and all of its shifts generate the center of B(S). In this case, the
AF-algebra A(S) associated with B(S) is isomorphic to the tensor product of
a finite-dimensional matrix algebra with the algebra of continuous functions
on the Cantor set, C(D). If B(S) has trivial center then A(S) is the UHF
algebra of type 2�.

Definition 3.3. A subset S of N is said to be primary if it is the
anticommutator set for a binary shift.

Theorem 3.6. (cf. [Po, Theorem 3.9]). Let S be a subset of the positive
integers. Then the following statements are equivalent.
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(i) S is primary.

(ii) B(S) is simple.

(iii) A(S) is isomorphic to the UHF algebra of type 2�.

(iv) The center of B(S) consists of multiples of the identity.

(v) The center of A(S) consists of multiples of the identity.

(vi) B(S) has a unique trace.

(vii) A(S) has a unique trace.

(viii) For each nonempty finite subset Q of N there is an integer k so
that uku(Q)=&u(Q)uk .

Proof. Suppose statement (viii) is false. Then there is a word u(Q){*I
in the center of B(S). Hence statements (ii) through (vii) are false. Hence
any of the statements (ii) through (vii) imply (viii).

We prove the reverse implications. Suppose (viii) is true. Then by
Theorem 3.5, B(S) has trivial center. Hence (viii) implies (iv) and (v). By
Theorem 3.5 either A(S) is UHF or has a nontrivial center, so that (viii)
implies (iii). Since A(S) is simple then so is B(S), [Br]. Hence (viii)
implies (ii). Also if (viii) holds, let tr be any trace on B(S). Then for Q a
nonempty finite subset of Z+ and k as in (viii), tr(u(Q))=tr(u2

ku(Q))=
tr(uku(Q) uk)=tr(&u(Q)), so tr is trivial on all nontrivial words of B(S).
Hence tr is unique, so (viii) implies (vi) and similarly (viii) implies (vii).

Thus conditions (ii) through (viii) are all equivalent. Note that (iii) and
(vii) imply (i). Suppose (i) holds. If (viii) is false then for some nonempty
Q, u(Q) lies in the center of R, a contradiction. Hence (i) implies (viii). K

Remark 3.3. For completeness we give a description of the embeddings
Bq(S)/Bq+1(S), q # Z+ (see also [EN, Section 2] for some explicit examples
of Bratteli diagrams of binary shift algebras). To begin, suppose n # N is such
that &n=0. Then for some m # N, &n+ j= j for 0� j�m and &n+m+ j=m& j
(also for 0� j�m). By Theorem 3.4 there is a word z generating the center of
Bn+1(S), and, moreover, z, _(z), ..., _ j&1(z) generate the center of Bn+ j (S),
for 1� j�m. For 1�i�m, set zi=_i&1(w). Let p+

i , p&
i be the corresponding

projections p+
i =1�2(I+zi), p&

i =1�2(I&zi). Then it is straightforward to see
that for 1� j�m, Bn+ j (S) consists of 2 j summands of matrix algebras of
the form Bn(S)q, where q is a projection of the form q1 } } } qj , and each qi

is either p+
i or p&

i . But if 1� j�m&1, q=qp+
j+1+qp&

j+1 so that the
summand Bj (S)q splits into the pair of summands Bj (S) qp+

j+1+Bj (S) qp&
j+1

in the embedding Bj (S)/Bj+1(S). From this one sees that the part of the
Bratteli diagram running from the n th floor to the n+m th floor looks like
the diagram above, but with M replaced by Bn(S).

Next consider the algebras Bn+m+ j (S), for 1� j�m. By Theorem 3.4,
_ j (w), ..., _m&1(w) generate the center of this algebra. Suppose one has
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chosen qj+2 to be either p+
j+2 or p&

j+2 , qj+3 to be p+
j+3 or p&

j+3 , ..., qj+m

to be either p+
j+m or p&

j+m , then both q+= pj+1qj+2 } } } q j+m and q&=
p&

j+1 qj+2 } } } qj+m are minimal central projections in Bn+m+ j (S). It then
follows, again from Theorem 3.4, that q++q&=qj+2 } } } qj+m is a minimal
central projection in Bn+m+ j+1(S)

4. PERIODICITY AND FACTOR CONDITION

In the preceding section Theorem 3.6 shows that a subset S of N is an
anticommutator set for a binary shift on R if and only if the binary shift
algebra B(S) has trivial center. Using this characterization and the theorem
below we prove that S gives rise to a binary shift on R if and only if its bitstream
satisfies a certain symmetry condition, which we call mirror-periodicity.

Definition 4.1. Let S be a subset of N, and let a(S)=[a0 , a1 , ...] be
the corresponding bitstream. Then the reflected bitstream R(S) is the
doubly-infinite sequence [..., a2 , a1 , a0 , a1 , a2 , ...].

Theorem 4.1. B(S) has nontrivial center if and only if its reflected
bitstream R(S) is periodic.

Proof. Suppose B(S) has a nontrivial center Z. Then by Theorem 3.5
there is a word z=uk0

0 uk1
1 } } } ukn

n satisfying the conditions (o) and (i) of
Theorem 3.4, and such that z and all of its shifts generate Z. If z=u0 then
by the proof of Theorem 3.5, S=<, so R(S) is the constant sequence (of
0's) and we are done. So we assume that n>0. Since z commutes with
u0 , u1 , ..., the vector k=[k0 , k1 , ..., kn]t lies in the right kernel of the
following infinite matrix.

a0 a1 a2 a3 } } } an

a1 a0 a1 a2 } } } an&1

a2 a1 a0 a1 } } } an&2

b
an an&1 an&2 an&3 } } } a0

an+1 an an&1 an&2 } } } a1

an+2 an+1 an an&1 } } } a2

b

Alternatively stated, k has scalar product 0 with any n+1 consecutive
terms of the sequence [..., a2 , a1 , a0 , a1 , ..., an]. On the other hand, since k
coincides with its flip k� , it follows that k has scalar product 0 with any
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n+1 consecutive terms of the sequence R(S). Hence R(S) is periodic
[LN, Section 6.1].

Now suppose R(S) is periodic, with period p. Consider the vector v=
[1, 0, 0, ..., 0, 0, 1]t of length p+1. Then the scalar product of v with any
p+1 consecutive entries of R(S) is 0. From this observation it is not difficult
to show that the word u0up lies in the center of B(S). K

Combining the preceding result with Theorem 3.6 we obtain the following
characterization of anticommutator sets S.

Corollary 4.2. A subset S/N is an anticommutator set for a binary
shift on R if and only if R(S) is not mirror-periodic.

5. PERIODICITY AND THE COMMUTANT INDEX

From this point on we shall assume that a(S) is a bitstream which lacks
the mirror-symmetry condition discussed in the previous section, so that
the corresponding endomorphism _ induces a binary shift on R. In this
section we investigate the connections between eventually periodic bitstreams
and binary shifts with finite commutant index. To make these notions precise
we require the following definitions.

Definition 5.1. A binary shift _ on R is said to have commutant index
k if k is the first positive integer such that the algebra _k(R) has a nontrivial
relative commutant _k(R)c & R in R.

It follows from the Jones theory for subfactors [J, Corollary 2.2.4] that
2 is the minimal possible commutant index. On the other hand, it is easy
to show that every finite commutant index k�2 is attained: To see this,
let S=[k&1], i.e., a(S) is the sequence which consists of 0's except for
ak&1=1. Then for j�k&1, _ j (R) has trivial relative commutant, whereas
_k(R)c & R=[u0]". We shall show in Theorem 5.8 that the commutant
index may be infinite. In fact there are uncountably many binary shifts with
infinite commutant index which are pairwise nonconjugate (see Remark 5.1).

Definition 5.2. A bitstream a(S)=[aj]�
j=0 is said to be eventually

periodic if there is an n # Z+ and a p # N such that [an , an+1 , ...] is periodic.

The following definition occurs in the subfield of cryptology known as
Linear Feedback Register Systems, or LFSR's, [G1, LN].
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Definition 5.3. A bitstream a(S)=[aj]�
j=0 in F is said to be (an

sth order) linear recurring sequence if there is an s # Z+ and a vector k=
[k0 , k1 , ..., ks]

t # Fs+1 such that k0=1 and

:
S

i=0

an+s&i ki=0 (5.1)

for all n # Z+.

We shall show below that a linear recurring sequence must be eventually
periodic, although it may not be periodic. To see that the latter may hold,
consider the vector k=[1, 1, 0]. If a(S)=[0, 1, 0, 0, ...] then (5.1) holds
but a(S) is not periodic.

Proposition 5.1 (cf. [LN, Theorem 6.7]). A linear recurring sequence
is eventually periodic.

Proof. Let kq be the last nonzero entry of k, then from (5.1) we have

:
q

i=0

an+s&iki=0.

Consider the q_q (companion) matrix K given by

K=_
0 1 0 0 0 } } } } 0

&
0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

kq kq&1 } } } } } } } k1

From the equation above it follows that for any n # Z+, KSn=Sn+1 , where
Sn=[an+s&q , ..., an+s&1] t. Since K is an invertible matrix over the finite
field F, there is a p such that K p=I. But then from the equation K pSn=
Sn+ p we conclude that an+s&q=ap+n+s&q , for all n # Z+, so that the
sequence [as&q , as&q+1 , ...] is periodic. K

The next result follows immediately from the proof of the proposition.

Corollary 5.2. If ks=1 then a(S) is periodic.
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We now show that the converse of the proposition is valid (cf. the proof
of Theorem 4.1).

Proposition 5.3. An eventually periodic sequence a(S) is a linear recurring
sequence.

Proof. By hypothesis there is an r # Z+ and a positive integer p such
that am+ p=am for all m�r. Let k=[k0 , ..., kr]

t be the vector with entries
k0=kp=1 and all other entries 0. Then k clearly satisfies (5.1). K

The smallest p such that an eventually periodic sequence a(S) satisfies
am+ p=am for all sufficiently large m, is called the least period.

Proposition 5.4. (cf. [LN, Theorem 6.7]) The least period of an sth
order recurring sequence does not exceed 2s&1.

Proof. For n # Z+ let Sn=[an , an+1 , ..., an+s&1]t be the nth state
vector of a(S). Then Sn+1=CSn where C is the s by s companion matrix
constructed as K is above, but with last row [ks , ..., k1] t. If Sn=0 for some
n then clearly Sn+ j=0 for all j so that the period is 1. Now suppose Sn {0
for all n. Since there are 2s&1 possible nonzero state vectors Sn , there
must be an n # Z+ and an m�2s&1 such that Sn=Sn+m . But then for all
k # N, Sn+m+k=CkSn+m=CkSn=Sn+k , so that a(S) is eventually periodic
with period no greater than m. K

Below we shall relate the results above to binary shifts by showing that
a binary shift has a finite commutant index if and only if its corresponding
bitstream is eventually periodic. First we establish the following important
but straightforward result.

Theorem 5.5. The commutant index is a cocycle conjugacy invariant for
binary shifts.

Proof. Suppose : and _ are cocycle conjugate. Let U # V(R) be a
unitary operator and let # be an automorphism of R such that : b Ad(U)=
# b _ b #&1. Then for k # Z+, ad(Uk) b :k=# b _k b #&1, where Uk=:(U) } } } :k(U),
and therefore if w # :k(R)$ & R, then #&1 b Ad(Uk)(w) # _k(R)C & R. K

Theorem 5.6. Suppose _ is a binary shift with finite commutant index k.
Then the algebra _k(R)$ & R is a two-dimensional subalgebra of R which is
generated by a word w=U(I) in the generators of _. The word w satisfies the
property 0 # I.

Proof. We may identify R with the von Neumann algebra LG of left
convolution operators on the algebra B(l2(G)), where G is the group
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generated by the words in the ui 's (i.e., the generators of _). Hence we may
view w as an element of l2(G) see [KR, Theorem 6.7.2]. Hence w=� :QU(Q),
where Q runs over the set of all finite (ordered) subsets of Z+ and the coef-
ficients :Q are l2 -summable. Since w # _k(R)$ & R, urwur=w for all r�k, so
that U(Q) commutes with ur for all Q for which :Q {0. We conclude that
the commutant algebra _k(R)$ & R is generated by all of the words which
it contains. Observe that 0 # Q for any nontrivial word in this algebra, for
otherwise _&1(U(Q))=U(Q&1) would commute with _k&1(R), contradicting
the minimality of k. Suppose U(J), u(J$) are nontrivial words in the _k(R)$ & R.
Then 0 # J, 0 � J {J$, and U(J {J$) is a word in the _k(R)$ & R, so J=J$. K

Corollary 5.7. Let _ be a binary shift with finite commutant index k.
Let w be the word which generates _k(R)$ & R. Then for j # Z+, _k+j (R)$ &
R=[w, _(w), ..., _ j (w)]", an algebra of dimension 2 j+1.

Proof. The theorem establishes the conclusion when j=0. Suppose the
statement holds for all j�n. For j=n+1 the right side is clearly contained
in the left. To show the reverse inclusion we remark, as in the proof of the
theorem, that the algebra _k+n+1(R)$ & R can easily be shown to be generated
by the words it contains. Suppose v is a word in this algebra which is not in
_k+n(R)$ & R. Multiplying v by a subset of the words w, _(w), ..., _n(w), if
necessary, we may assume that v has the form U(Q) where Q & [0, ..., n]=,.
But then _&(n+1)(v) is a word which lies in the first nontrivial commutant
algebra _k(R)C & R, so it must be either I or w by the theorem. But then
v=I or _n+1(w), and we are done. K

Theorem 5.8 (cf. [BY, Theorem 2.1]). A binary shift has finite commutant
index if and only if its bitstream a(S) is eventually periodic.

Proof. Suppose a(S) is eventually periodic. Let k # Z+ and n # N be
such that am+ p=am for all m�n. Let w=U([0, p])=u0up . Then for any
m�n and r=m+ p, urw=uru0up=(&1)am+p+am u0upur=u0up ur=wur ,
so _n+ p(R) has a nontrivial relative commutant. For the converse, suppose
_ has finite commutant index k. Let w=U(Q) be the word generating the
relative commutant of _k(R). Write w=uc0

0
uc1

1
} } } ucq

q and recall from
Theorem 5.6 that c0=1. For s=max [q, k], set c=[c0 , ..., cs]

t # F s+1,
where cq+1= } } } =cs=0. Since us+ j commutes with w for all nonnegative
integers j we have

0=c0 qs+ j+c1 as+ j&1+ } } } +cqas+ j&q= :
s

i=0

aa+ j&ici .

Hence c generates a(S) as a linear recurring sequence, as in (5.1). But then
by Proposition 5.1, a(S) must be eventually periodic. K
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Remark 5.1. From the statement of the theorem it follows that there exist
binary shifts with infinite commutant index, and furthermore, these shifts
correspond to bitstreams which are not eventually periodic. By applying
Theorem 1.8 there are, in fact, uncountably many binary shifts with infinite
commutant index, which are pairwise nonconjugate. Very little is known
about the cocycle conjugacy classes of shifts of infinite commutant index.
One remarkable result pertaining to these shifts is due to Narnhorfer, Stormer,
and Thirring, who have shown the existence of a binary shift which has Connes�
Stormer entropy 0, [NST, Theorem 2.1, Theorem 4.1]. As a consequence
of their proof it follows that there exist binary shifts whose only invariant
state is the (unique) trace on R [NST, Remark 2.6].

Following [BY] we use the notation _� to denote the restriction of _
to the algebra generated by w and its shifts. The endomorphism _� is
called the derived shift. It is easy to see that the derived shift is a binary
shift in its own right. This follows from the observations: (i) w and _ j (w)
either commute or anticommute, (ii) w and _k&1(w) anticommute (since w
anticommutes with uk&1 and commutes with _k(R)), and (iii) w and _ j (w)
commute for j�k. From observations (ii) and (iii) it follows that _ has the
same commutant index as _. Note also that (_�)�=_� .

Theorem 5.9 ([BY, Theorem 1.2]). If _ and : are cocycle conjugate
binary shifts then their derived shifts _� and :� are conjugate.

Proof. Suppose w generates :k(R)$ & R, then w, :(w), ... are the generators
of the binary shift :� . If Ad(:(U)) b :=#&1 b _ b #, then using the notation
of Theorem 5.5, w$, _(w$), ... are the _� -generators, where w$=#&1 b
Ad(Uk)(w). It is not difficult to show that w$ commutes with _ j (w$) if and
only if w commutes with : j (w), for all j # Z+, so that :� and _� have the
same anticommutation set. Hence they are conjugate, by Theorem 1.8. K

6. CONGRUENCE OF TOEPLITZ MATRICES

In this section we continue the study of binary shifts with finite commu-
tant index. In the next section we present a proof of the main result of this
paper. This is to show that if a binary shift _ has finite commutant index,
and if the center sequences of _ and of _� are cofinal, then _ and _� are
cocycle conjugate. It is not always true, however, that the center sequences
of _ and _� are cofinal, see Remark 7.2. In this section we establish, under
the above hypotheses, some congruence results for sequences of Toeplitz
matrices associated with _ and with _� , Theorem 6.12 and its corollary.
These results comprise the major steps needed to prove our main result.
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Most of the results of this section are generalizations of those which appear
in Section 3 of [Pr].

Remark 6.1. We remind the reader that if An is an n by n Toeplitz
matrix, our convention is to number the rows and columns of An from 0
to n&1. This is because the entries of the top row of A are usually written
as a0 , a1 , ..., an&1 . For a fixed binary shift _ with _-generators u j , j # Z+,
we shall use the notation An to denote the algebra of dimension 2n

generated by u0 , ..., un&1 , and we shall write Zn to denote the center of An .

Lemma 6.1. Suppose _ is a binary shift with commutant index k. Then
for m sufficiently large, the center sequence values &m are bounded by k&1.

Proof. Suppose the conclusion of the lemma is false: Then by Corollary
2.10 there exist arbitrarily large n # N such that &n+ j= j for 0� j�k. Fix
one of these n. Then there exists, by Theorem 3.4, a word z=u(Q) such
that 0 # Q and z, _(z), ..., _k&1(z) generate the center Zn+k of An+k . Since
0 # Q, the shifted word _k&1(z) begins with uk&1 . By Theorem 5.6, there is
a word w which generates _k(R)$ & R. Then w anticommutes with uk&1 ,
since otherwise w would be an element of _k&1(R)$ & R, which is trivial.
Hence w anticommutes with _k&1(z). But w # An , for n sufficiently large,
and w does not commute with _k&1(z), so that _k&1(z) does not lie in the
center of An+k , a contradiction. Hence by contradiction, &n is bounded by
k&1 for n sufficiently large. K

Theorem 6.2. Let _ be a binary shift of commutant index k with finitely
nonzero bitstream d0 d1 } } } dk&2dk&100 } } } . Then there are infinitely many
indices n # N such that &n , the nth entry of the center sequence for _, is k&1.
More precisely, if s is the order of the (invertible) matrix C below,

} } } } }_
0 1 0 } } } 0 0 0 } } } 0 0

&
0 0 1 } } } 0 0 0 } } } 0 0

0 0 0 } } } 0 0 0 } } } 0 1

dk&1 dk&2 dk&3 d1 d0 d1 } } } dk&3 dk&2

then &n=k&1 if and only if n= js&k for some positive integer j.

Proof. Since _ has commutant index k, dk&1=1. By Corollary 2.10, the
existence of infinitely many n with &n=k&1 is equivalent to the existence
of infinitely many positive integers q such that &q , &q+1 , ..., &q+k&2 have
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values 1, 2, ..., k&1. By Theorem 3.4 it suffices to find infinitely many q
with the property that there is a nontrivial word z=ux0

0
ux1

1
} } } uxq

q which
commutes with the _-generators u0 , ..., uq+k&2 . Then by Lemma 3.2, it suf-
fices to find infinitely many q # N such that there is a nontrivial vector x
of the form [x0 , ..., xq , 0, ..., 0]t in the kernel of the q+k&1 by q+k&1
matrix Aq+k&1 .

Since dk&1=1, the 2k&2 by 2k&2 matrix C is invertible over the field
F. Define state vectors Sn , n # Z+ of length 2k&2 by setting S0=
[0, 0, ..., 1]t, and Sn=CnS0 , for n # N. Since C is invertible and F is a finite
field, there exist infinitely many m # N such that Cm=I. Fix one of these
m (we shall show below that m must be even). Since Cm=I, Sm=S0 . Note
that this implies that Sm&1=[a, 0, ..., 0] t, for some a # F. Note that
Sm&1 {0, however, since otherwise we would have Sm=CSm&1=C0=0,
a contradiction. Hence Sm&1=[1, 0, ..., 0] t.

Write S0=[0, ..., 0, y0]t (with y0=1), S1=[0, ..., 0, y0 , y1]t, S2=[0, ...,
y0 , y1 , y2]t, etc., and let 0, ..., 0, y0 , y1 , y2 , y3 , ... be the corresponding
sequence one obtains. Note that by construction, any vector consisting of
2k&1 consecutive terms of this sequence has inner product 0 mod 2 with
the vector d=[dk&1 , ..., d1 , d0 , d1 , ..., dk&1]. Note also that since Sm&1=
[1, 0, ..., 0]t and Sm=[0, ..., 0, 1]t, that ym=1, ym&2k+2=1 and y j=0 for
m&2k+2< j<m. Hence the m+2k&3 initial terms of the sequence are
y=[0,..., 0, y0 ,..., ym&1]t=[0,..., 0, y0 , y1 ,..., ym&2k+1 , ym&2k+2 , 0,..., 0]t,
with y0= ym&2k+2=1. Using the flip symmetry of d, combined with the
remark about inner products, one sees that y is itself flip symmetric. This
is seen as follows. The inner product of [ ym&2k+1 , ym&2k+2 , 0, ..., 0]t with
d is 0, as is the inner product of [0, ..., 0, y0 , y1]t with d. Since y0=1=
ym&2k+2=1, since d is flip symmetric, and since dk&1=1, we must have
y1= ym&2k+1 . Continuing we get y2= ym&2k , and so on. Hence we may
rewrite [ y0 , ..., ym&2k+2] t as [rp , ..., r1 , r0 , r1 , ..., rp]t, if m is even or as
[rp , ..., r1 , r1 , ..., rp]t if m is odd.

We include a number-theoretic proof of the fact that m is even. Recall
[LN, Definition 3.2] that a polynomial f # F[x] is said to have order e if
e is the smallest positive integer such that f (x) divides xe&1. If f (x) is a
monic polynomial c0+c1 x+ } } } +cn&1xn&1+xn and f (0){0, then the
order of f coincides with the order of the companion matrix C$ above in
the group GLn(F ), [LN, Lemma 6.26]. Consider the polynomial g(x)=
dk&1+dk&2x+ } } } +d1xk&2+d0xk&1+d1xk+d2xk+1+ } } } +dk&1x2k&2.
The companion matrix of g is the matrix C in the theorem. Since d0=0 it
is clear that g(1)=0, so that x&1 is a factor of g(x). But it is also not dif-
ficult to show that g$(1)=0, so that (x&1)2=x2&1 is a factor of g(x).
Since g(x) has a factor of multiplicity greater than 1, its order is even [LN,
Theorem 3.8, Theorem 3.9]. Hence C has even order m.
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Since m is even, y=[0, ..., 0, rp , ..., r1 , r0 , r1 , ..., rp , 0, ..., 0]t. Let q=2p=
m&2k+2. The results about inner products above show that the vector
x=[rp , ..., r1 , r0 , r1 , ..., rp , 0, ..., 0]t, of length q+k&1, lies in the right
kernel of Aq+k&1 . As pointed out above, the existence of x implies that
k&1=&q+k&2=&m&2k+2+k&2=&m&k=&js&k .

Next we note that the positive integers js&k are the only indices n for
which &n=k&1. To see this, suppose &n=k&1. Since the proof of the
lemma, combined with the fact that u0 generates _k(R)$ & R, show that
max [&q] is k&1, Corollary 2.10 implies that &n&k+2 , ..., &n take the values
1, ..., k&1, so by Theorem 3.4 there is a flip-symmetric vector s=
[s0 , ..., sn&k+2]t # ker An&k+3 , with s0=1, such that [s0 , ..., sn&k+2 ,
0, ..., 0]t # ker An . Since s # ker An&k+3 it follows that the vector [0, ..., 0,
s0 , ..., sn&k+2 , 0, ..., 0] t, with k&2 0's to the left of s0 and 2k&3 0's to the
right of sn&k+2 , has the property that the dot product of any 2k&1 conse-
cutive entries of this vector with d is 0 mod 2. Using the flip-symmetry of
both d and s it follows that the vector [0, ..., 0, s0 , ..., sn&k+2 , s0 , 0, ..., 0]t,
with 2k&3 0's to the left of s0 and 2k&3 0's to the right of sn&k+2 , has
the property that the dot product of any 2k&1 consecutive entries of this
vector with d is 0. It follows that this vector must be one of the vectors y
constructed in the preceding paragraphs. Therefore n&k+2 must be of the
form m&2k+2, i.e. n=m&k= js&k. K

Remark 6.2. Note that the sequence 0, ..., 0, y0 , y1 , ..., with y0=1 and
with 2k&3 0's preceding y0 , is a linear recurring sequence corresponding
to the vector [dk&1 , ..., d1 , d0 , d1 , ..., dk&2] (see Definition 5.3). Given a
vector c=[c0 , ..., cn&1] with c0 {0 the linear recurring sequence generated
by c, with n initial entries 0, ..., 0, 1, is called an impulse response sequence.
It is not difficult to show that the least period of the impulse response
sequence is a multiple of the least period of any other linear recurring
sequence generated by c as in Definition 5.3, [LN, Theorem 6.17]. One can
also show, as is done in a specific case in the next corollary, that the least
period of the impulse response sequence coincides with the order of the
companion matrix below (cf. [LN, Theorem 6.17]).

C$=_
0 1 0 0 0 } } } } 0

& .

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 } } } 0 1
c0 c1 } } } } } } } cn&1
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Corollary 6.3. For all positive integers n such that n�2k&2,
&n+s=&n . Hence the nullity sequence [&n : n # N] is eventually periodic, with
period s.

Proof. For n�2k&2, the last k&1 rows of the matrix An+1 are

_
0
0
b
0

0
0

0

} } }
} } }

} } }

0
0

0

dk&1

0

} } }

dk&2

dk&1

0

} } }
} } }

dk&1

d0

d1

dk&2

} } }
} } }

} } }

dk&2

dk&3

d0
& .

Call this matrix Zn+1 .
The remaining n&k+2=n+1&(k&1) rows of An+1 are

d0 d1 } } } dk&1 0 } } } 0

d1 d0 } } } dk&2 dk&1 0 } } } 0

b_dk&1 dk&2 } } } d0 d1 } } } dk&1 &0 dk&1 } } } d0 d1 dk&1

b
0 0 } } } 0 dk&1 dk&2 } } } d1 d0 d1 } } } dk&1

Call this matrix Bn+1 . Since dk&1{0, the matrix Bn+1 has maximal rank,
so that its nullity is k&1. Using the results on the impulse response
sequence from the proof of the preceding theorem it is straightforward to
see that the following vectors lie in the kernel of Bn+1 : [ y0 , y1 , ..., yn]T,
[0, y0 , y1 , ..., yn&1]T, [0, 0, y0 , ..., yn&2]T, ..., [0, 0, ..., 0, y0 , ..., yn&k+2]T.
Call these vectors y0 , ..., yk&2 . Since y0{0 these k&1 vectors are linearly
independent and therefore span the kernel of Bn+1 . Hence if a vector v lies
in the kernel of An+1 it must be a linear combination of the vectors y0

through yk&2 , and it also must lie in the kernel of Zn+1 . Suppose
v=� ajyj is any linear combination of these vectors. Let zj be the vector
of length 2k&2 obtained by deleting all but the last 2k&2 entries of yj .
Clearly v lies in the kernel of Zn+1 if and only if w=� a jzj lies in the
kernel of the matrix D

D=_
dk&1

0
b
0

dk&2

dk&1

} } }

} } }
} } }

0 dk&1

d0

d1

dk&2

} } }

} } }

dk&2

dk&3

d0
& .
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Hence the nullity &n of An+1 is the maximum number of linearly indepen-
dent linear combinations v=� ajyj that can be formed such that w=� ajzj

lies in the kernel of D. Now consider the matrices An+1+s , Bn+1+s ,
Zn+1+s , and D. It follows that the kernel of Bn+1+s is generated by the
following vectors: [ y0 , y1 , ..., yn+s]

T, [0, y0 , y1 , ..., yn+s&1]T, [0, 0, y0 , ...,
yn+s&2]T, ..., [0, 0, ..., 0, y0 , ..., yn+s&k&2]T. Call these vectors y$0 , ..., y$k&2 .
Since the entries of the impulse response sequence are determined using the
matrix C as in the preceding theorem, it follows that the last 2k&2 entries
of the vectors y$j , j=0, ..., k&2, coincide with the last 2k&2 entries of yj .
Hence the vector z$j obtained from y$j by deleting all but the last 2k&2
entries of y$j is equal to zj . Since &n+s is the maximum number of linearly
independent linear combinations w$=� aj z$j that lie in the kernel of D, and
since w$=w=� ajzj , it follows that &n+s=&n .

The paragraph above shows that [&n : n # N] is eventually periodic and
that s is a multiple of the period. By the preceding theorem, however,
&n=k&1 if and only if n= js&k for some j # N, so the period cannot be
less than s. Hence [&n : n # N] is eventually periodic with period s. K

Remark 6.3. One can show that the sequence [&n : n # Z+] in Corollary
6.3 is actually periodic. Since the proof of the improved result
is considerably longer than Corollary 6.3 we shall present its proof
elsewhere.

Example 6.1. Suppose dk&1=1 and d j=0 for all other j. Then C is the
2k&2 by 2k&2 permutation matrix

0 1 0 0 0 } } } 0

0 0 1 0 0 } } } 0_ b & ,

0 0 0 0 0 } } } 1

1 0 0 0 0 } } } 0

where period s is 2k&2. According to the theorem, then, &n=k&1 for n
of the form js&k, for any positive integer j, i.e., n # [k&2, 3k&4, 5k&6, ...].
By Corollary 2.10 the center sequence for the corresponding binary shift is
1, 2, ..., k&2, k&1, k&2, ..., 2, 1, 0 repeated infinitely often.

Example 6.2. Consider the bitstream 010100 } } } , i.e., d1=d3=1 and
dj=0 for all other j # Z+. Then k=4, and the companion matrix of the
theorem is the 6 by 6 matrix
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_
0 1 0 0 0 0

& ,

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 1 0

which has order 8. According to the theorem &n=3 for n=4, 12, 20, 28, ... .
As an application of Corollary 2.10, the center sequence must have the
form 10123210 repeated infinitely often.

Theorem 6.4. Let _ be a binary shift with commutant index k, and let
w=ur0

0
} } } u rm

m be the word which generates _k(R)C & R, with rm=1. Then
m=0 if and only if the bitstream associated with _ is finitely nonzero.
Otherwise, if m>1, then for j>m, set Ej=E rm

j&m, j E rm&1
j&m+1, j } } } E r1

j&1, j . Let
d0 d1 } } } dk&21000... be the bitstream for the derived shift _� (note dk&1=1).
Then for any n>m+k&1 and for any j such that m� j�n&k+1 the last
column of the symmetric matrix Et

j E t
j+1 } } } Et

n&1An&1En&1 } } } Ej+1Et
j has

the form [0, 0, 0, ..., 0, 1, dk&2 } } } d0]$. If m=0 the last column of An is
already in this form.

Proof. The first claim of theorem is obvious. So we assume m>0. We
then have wuq=(&1)eq uq w, where eq # F satisfies

e0=r0 a0+r1a1+r2 a2+ } } } +rm am ,

e1=r0 a1+r1a0+r2 a1+ } } } +rm am&1 ,

e2=r0 a2+r1a1+r2 a0+ } } } +rm am&2 ,

and so on. For q�k, eq=0 modulo 2. Hence the last column of
Et

n&1An&1En&1 is [en&1 , en&2 , ..., e1 , 0]t=[0, 0, 0, ..., 0, 1, ek&2 , ..., e1 , 0]t

(note that left multiplication by E t
n&1 on An En&1 has no effect on the last

column except to make the last entry 0).
Now note that right multiplication by En&2 } } } Ej+1 Ej has no effect on the

last column of E t
n&1AnEn&1 . The last column of E t

n&2 Et
n&1An En&1En&2 is

the same as the last column of Et
n&1AnEn&1$ except for the next-to-last

entry, which is rmem+1+rm&1em+ } } } +r2e3+r1e2+e1 . Observe that
(since r0=1) this is the exponent d1 in the expression w_(w)=(&1)d1 _(w)w.
The last column of Et

n&3E t
n&2 Et

n&1An En&1En&2 En&3 is the same as that for
Et

n&2Et
n&1AnEn&1 En&2 , with the exception of the second-to-last entry, which

is rmem+2+rm&1em+1+ } } } +r1e3+e2 . This is the exponentd2 . Continuing in
this fashion, we see that the following is the evolution of the last column, as one
progresses from An to Et

n&1AnEn&1 to Et
n&2Et

n&1AnEn&1En&2 , and so forth.
Note that the process stabilizesat the stage Et

n&k+1 } } } Et
n&1AnEn&1 } } } En&k+1 .
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an&1 0 0 0

an&2 0 0 0

ak&1
�

1
�

1
� � � � � �

1
. Kak&2 ek&2 ek&2 dk&2

a2 e2 e2

a1 e1 d1 d1

a0 0 0 0

As a congruence of the proof of this theorem we obtain a matrix congruent
to An with the form below.

Corollary 6.5. Same notation as above. Choose p such that p+2k<n.
Then An is congruent to the following matrix Bn . This congruence is
implemented by En&1 } } } Ep+k .

Lemma 6.6. Let _ be a binary shift of commutant index k whose derived
shift has bitstream of the form d0 d1 } } } dk&2dk&1 0 } } } , where dk&1=1. Let
p be a positive integer such that the following hold:

(i) m<p,
(ii) the center sequence values, &j , coincide with those of : for j�p,

(iii) Ap has full rank, i.e., &p=0, and the subsequent values of the
center sequence are 1, ..., k&2, k&1, k&2, ..., 2, 1.
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Then for n>p+2k the matrix Bn of the corollary is congruent to the matrix
Cn which has the same entries as Bn except for its ( p+2k&1) by ( p+2k&1)
upper corner, shown below.

This congruence is implemented via a product of elementary transformations
Eij with 1�i<p+k&2, and p� j�p+k&2.

Proof. Consider the upper p+2k&1 by p+2k&1 submatrix of Bn

(where Bn is the matrix of the lemma above) given below.
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Recall that since the center sequence of the corresponding shift has values
0, 1, 2, 3, ..., k&1 as &q runs from &p to &p+k&1 , that there is a word z=
ub0

0
ub1

1
} } } ubp

p which generates the center of the algebra Ap+1 and which
satisfies the following additional properties: (i) [b0 , ..., bp] is flip-symmetric,
and (ii) b0=bp=1. By Theorem 3.4, z must commute with u0 , ..., up , up+1 , ...,
up+k&2 and anticommutes with up+k&1. Consider the column vector b=
[0, ..., 0, bp , ..., b0]t of length p+k&1. It is easy to see that b has dot
product 0 with all of the rows of Ap+k&1. This is because z commutes with
up+k&2 , ..., u0 , and the exponent qj in the expression ujz=(&1)qj zuj is the
dot product of row p+k&2& j with b.

In fact, b has dot product 0 with the subsequent k&2 rows under
Ap+k&1 in the matrix above. First note that b has dot product 0 with the
row vectors of length p+k&1 obtained from the initial p+k&1 entries of
each of the k&2 rows of Ap+2k&1 above the last row of Ap+2k&1 . This
follows from the fact that z commutes with up+1 , ..., up+k&2. In the matrix
above, however, the k&2 rows under Ap+k&1 were obtained from the
original rows of Ap+2k&1 by adding linear combinations of preceding rows.
Since b annihilates the first p+k&1 entries of each of these rows, it
annihilates the k&2 rows under Ap+k .

Hence if we consider the product Dp+k&2=E bp
k&2, p+k&2E bp&1

k&1, p+k&2 } } }
E b1

p+k&3, p+k&2
, then the upper corner of D t

p+k&2Bn Dp+k&2 will be

Continuing in this way, and defining Dp+ j=E bp
j, p+ j } } } E b1

p+ j&1, p+ j , for
1< j<k&2, and Dp=E bp&1

1, p } } } E b1
p&1, p , similar calculations to the ones
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above yield Cn via Cn=D t
pDt

p+1 } } } D t
p+k&2;n Dp+k&2 } } } Dp+1Dp (note

that the pth row (with the initial row counting as the 0th row) is replaced
by [a0 , a1 , ..., ap , 0, 0, ...]t rather than all 0's since E bp

0, p=E0, p is omitted
from the expression for Dp). Note also that any term Eij in the expression
for Dp+k&2 } } } Dp+1Dp has i and j as claimed in the statement above. K

Notation. We use Jn to denote the n by n Toeplitz matrix which corre-
sponds to the bitstream of the derived shift _� , so that for n sufficiently
large, the initial row of Jn has entries 0, d1 , d2 , ..., dk&1 , 0, ..., 0.

Definition 6.1. For n # N let Jn be the n by n triple diagonal matrix
with 1's along the secondary diagonals and 0's on the main diagonal. Let
J be the 2 by 2 matrix [ 0

1
1
0]=J2 .

Lemma 6.7. Jn has rank n if n is even and rank n&1 if n is odd.

Proof. Clear. K

Lemma 6.8. Let A be a symmetric matrix over F with 0's along the main
diagonal. Then A has even rank. If rank(A)=2q then A is congruent, via
a product of elementary transformations, to the matrix consisting of q copies
of J along the main diagonal and 0's elsewhere. If B is also symmetric
with 0 diagonal, A and B are congruent if and only if they have the same
rank.

Proof. From the proof of [N, Theorem IV.6], A is congruent via a
product of elementary matrices to a matrix with the desired form. It is obvious
that rank is preserved under congruence, so rank(A)=2q. The remaining
claim is a restatement of [N, Theorem IV.11]. K

Lemma 6.9. The p by p matrix Ap is congruent to Jp . This congruence
is implemented via a product of elementary transformations Eij satisfying
i, j # [1, 2, ..., p&1]. In particular, i{0 and j{0.

Proof. By the previous two lemmas, Ap and Jp are congruent. Since Ap

has full rank, one of the entries ai , 1�i�p&1, must be nonzero. If a1=0
then replace Ap with the congruent matrix E1iApEi1=E t

i1ApE i1 , to obtain
a congruent matrix with 1's in the (0,1) and (1,0) positions. In order to
eliminate any nonzero entries in the (0, j) and ( j, 0) positions ( j>1) multi-
ply this matrix on the right by elementary matrices of the form E1j and on
the left by their transposes. We obtain a matrix Ap1 congruent to Ap with
initial (0th) row and column all 0's except in the (1,0) and (0,1) positions.
If Ap1 has no 1's in row 1 other than the (1,0) entry then relabel Ap1 as Ap2
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and move on to row 2 and column 2. Otherwise use elementary transfor-
mations of the form Ej2 or E2j with 3� j�p&1 to obtain a matrix Ap2

congruent to Ap and of the form

_
0 1 0 0 0

& .

1 0 1 0 0

0 1

V

0 0

Hence Ap2 either has the form above or

_
0 1 0 0

& .

1 0 0 0

0 0

V

0 0

Continuing in this fashion, and using the fact that Ap has full rank, it is
clear that we can use products of elementary matrices of the required form
to obtain a matrix App congruent to Ap and having the form

_
Jk1

0

Jk2 . . .

0

Jkm
& .

Since p=rank(Ap)=�m
i=1 rank(Jki

), each of the matrices Jki
must have

maximal rank. In particular, Jki
has an even number of rows and columns.

Since, by the previous lemmas, such an Jki
is congruent to a matrix with

J's along the main diagonal and 0's elsewhere we may alter App using
elementary transformations of the prescribed form to obtain a matrix A$pp

congruent to App (and hence, to Ap) and of the form

_
Jki

0

& .

J

J

J
. . .

0 J
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Let R=Ek1+2, k1
Ek1+4, k1+2 } } } En, n&2 . It is easy to check that RtA$ppR=Jp .

Hence we have shown that Ap is congruent to Jp using products of elementary
column transformations of the prescribed form. K

Corollary 6.10. The matrix Cn of Lemma 6.6 is congruent, via a product
of elementary transformations Eij , with i, j # [1, ..., p&1], to the matrix Mn

with the same entries as Cn except for the upper left p+1 by p+1 corner, which
is Jp+1 .

Proof. Let E be the product of elementary tranformations implementing
the congruence between Ap and Jp in the lemma above. Then since the last
row (respectively, column) of the matrix below agrees with the initial row
(respectively, column), the matrix is

_
a0

&Ap

ap&1

a0 ap&1 0

which is congruent via E to the following matrix:

_
0

& .

1
Jp 0

0

0 0 1 0 0

The latter matrix is then congruent, via E2pE4p } } } Ep&2 , to Jp+1 . K

Theorem 6.11. Let _ be a binary shift with commutant index k. Suppose
the center sequences of _ and _� are cofinal. Then for n sufficiently large,
the corresponding Toeplitz matrices An for _ and Jn for _� are congruent.
With p as in Lemma 6.6, and with Ej as in Theorem 6.4, we have FtE t

p+k&1

Et
p+k&2 } } } Et

n&1AnEn&1 } } } Ep+k&2Ep+k&1F=Jn , where F is a product of
elementary transformations of the form Eij , with i, j # [1, ..., p+k&2].

Proof. We may assume that _{_� . Then by Corollaries 6.5 and 6.10,
there is a product F1 of elementary transformations of the form Eij with
i, j # [1, ..., p+k&2] such that F t

1 Et
p+k&1E t

p+k&2 } } } E t
n&1AnEn&1 } } }

Ep+k&2 Ep+k&1 F1 has the form
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Similarly, there is a product F2 of elementary tranformations Eij with i, j #
[1, ..., p+k&2] such that Ft

2FnF2 is equal to the same matrix. Letting
F=F1 F&1

2 establishes the result. K

Definition 6.2. With F the finite field of two elements, let F � denote
the infinite-dimensional vector space consisting of finite linear combina-
tions of the standard basis elements ei , i # Z+, which have 1 in the i th
entry and 0's elsewhere. Let F �

0 be the vector space spanned by ei , i # N.

In the obvious way we shall view the finite-dimensional vector spaces Fn,
n # Z+, as embedded in F �. Below we show that the congruences exhibited
between the An 's and Jn 's above are compatible in the sense that one can
define a invertible linear transformation W on F� such WtAnW=Jn for all
n sufficiently large. Using this mapping (and a related map ., see Definition 6.3
below) we shall be able to establish the cocycle conjugacy results of the
next section.

Theorem 6.12. Let _ be a binary shift with commutant index k and
derived shift _� . Let w=ur0

0
ur1

1
} } } urm

m be a word generating _k(R)$ & R. Let
p be a fixed positive integer such that

(a) Ap has full rank;

(b) m<p;

(c) 2k<p; and
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(d) for all j�p, the jth entries of the center sequences of _ and of _�

coincide.

Then for each n>p+2k there is a product Wn of elementary transformations
such that the following hold.

(o) W t
n AnWn=Jn$

(i) for any j such that 0� j�n&1, Wn+1e j=Wn ej and
W&1

n+1e j=Wn ej ,

(ii) Wne0=e0=W &1
n e0 ,

(iii) if 1� j�n&1, then both Wne0 and W &1
n e0 lie in the linear span

of the vectors [e1 , ..., en&1],

(iv) if 1� j�p+k&2, both Wnej and W &1
n ej lie in the linear span of

the vectors [e1 , ..., ep+k&2],

(v) if j�p+k then both Wnej and W &1
n ej lie in the linear span of the

vectors [e1 , ..., e j],

(vi) if S is the shift satisfying Sej=ej+1 for j # Z+, then for any
j�p+k, WSej=SWej , where W=lim Wn .

Proof. If _=_� we simply choose W=I. So we shall assume that
_{_� , so that by Theorem 6.4, m>0. For i, j # Z+ we shall identify Eij

with the linear transformation on F� which satisfies Eijeq=$jqe i+eq on
the elements eq , q # Z+, of the standard basis of F �. (Note that E&1

ij =Eij .)
We may represented Eij as the infinite elementary transformation matrix
with 1's along the main diagonal, 1 in the (i, j) position, and 0's elsewhere.
We shall also identify the matrices An above with the infinite matrix which
has An in its upper left n_n corner and 0's elsewhere. Using the notation
of the previous result, set Wn=En&1 } } } Ep+k&1F. Then (o) is a restatement
of Theorem 6.11. Since Wn consists of a product of transformations Eij with
i{0 and j{0, then Wne0=e0=W &1

n e0 , giving (ii). Set E=En&1 } } } Ep+k&1 :
Then E&1 fixes ej for 1� j�p+k&2, so W &1

n ej=F&1E&1ej=F&1ej , and
F&1 lies in the vector subspace of F� spanned by e1 , ..., ep+k&2 . Since the
same holds for Fej we have Fej=EFej=Wnej , and so (iv) holds. If
p+k� j�n&1, Wnej=Eej=En&1 } } } Ep+k&1=En&1 } } } Ejej=Ejej , which
lies in the space spanned by the vectors [e1 , ..., ej]. Also W &1

n ej=F&1E&1ej

=F&1E&1
p+k&1 } } } E&1

n&1ej=F&1E&1
p+k&1 } } } E&1

j ej , and since F&1E&1
p+k&1

} } } E&1
j is a product of transformations Ers with r, s # [1, 2, ..., j], we have

demonstrated both (iii) and (v). Since En consists of a product of elementary
transformations of the form Ein , with 1�i�n&1, (i) follows from (iii).

Next suppose j�p+k, then for n> j, Wn ej+1=En&1 } } } Ep+kFej+1=
En&1 } } } Ep+kej+1 = En&1 } } } Ej+1ej+1 = Ej+1ej+1 = S(Eje j) = SEn&1 } } }
Ep+kFej)=SWnej , giving (vi). K
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Definition 6.3. We shall use the notation F �
0 to denote the subspace

of F � spanned by the vectors ej , where j # N+, and the notation . to be
the mapping W&1SWS &1 on F�

0 .

Corollary 6.13. . is an invertible linear transformation on F �
0 which

satisfies .(ej)=ej for j�p+k.

Proof. First we verify that . maps F0 into itself. To see this note that
by (ii) of the theorem, .(e1)=W &1SWS&1e1=W&1SWe0=W&1e1 , and
by (iv), W&1e1 # F �

0 . For j�1, .(ej+1)=W&1SWej /W&1SF �
0 /W&1F �

0

/F�
0 . . is obviously injective. Surjectivity follows from combining injectivity

with parts (iv) and (v) of the theorem. The last claim is simply a restatement
of part (vi) of the theorem. K

7. COCYCLE CONJUGACY RESULTS

As above, we let k # N be a fixed positive integer, _ a binary shift of
commutant index k, and _� its derived shift (see Section 5). Corresponding
to the derived shift are the bitstream d0d1 } } } dk&2dk&10 } } } (dk&1=1, dk=
dk+1= } } } =0), the _�-generators uj , j # Z+, and the n by n Toeplitz
matrices Jn , n # Z+. Corresponding to _ we fix the bitstream a0a1 } } } ,
_-generators vj , j # Z+, and Toeplitz matrices An , n # Z+. In this section we
make the standing assumption that the center sequences corresponding to _
and _� are cofinal. Therefore we may apply the results of the previous section,
particularly Theorem 6.12, to show that any shift _ satisfying these
is cocycle conjugate to its derived shift, Theorem 7.12. The cocycle conjugacy is
obtained by applying the congruence of the pair of quadratic forms associated
with the pair of Toeplitz matrices An and Jn . We use this congruence to
construct an inner automorphism of R which implements the cocycle
conjugacy, Corollary 7.11. As a preliminary result, we prove the following
lemma, for which we need the following notation.

Definition 7.1. Given a vector s=s0e0+s1e1+ } } } +smem # F �, let
/(s) be the word us0

0
} } } u sm

m in R.

Lemma 7.1. Let J be the infinite matrix whose upper n by n corner
is Jn , for all n # N. Then for any s, t # F�, stJt=0 if and only if /(s) and
/(t) commute.

Proof. It is immediate that et
i Jej=d |i& j | for i, j # Z+ (where dq=0

for q�k), whereas /(ei) /(ej)=uiu j=(&1)d|i&j| u jui (see Section 1). The
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conclusion holds for general words /(s) and /(t) by using the linearity of
the quadratic form induced by A on F�. K

The following lemma uses the mapping / to translate the linear algebra
results in Theorem 6.12 to information about the generators for _� and
for _.

Lemma 7.2. Notation as in Theorem 6.12. For i # Z+, let wi be the word
in the generators [uj] of _� given by wi=/(W&1ei). Then the words wi

satisfy the following:

(i) for i, j # Z+, wi and wj commute if and only if vi and vj do;

(ii) w0=u0 ;

(iii) R is generated as a von Neumann algebra by the wj 's; and

(iv) for j�1, wj # _�(R).

Proof. One calculates as in the preceding lemma that e t
i Aej=a |i& j | .

Setting s=/(W&1ei) and s$=/(W&1e j) and using Theorem 6.12(o) we
compute (W&1ei)

t J(W&1e j)=e t
i(W

&1)t JW&1ej=e t
i Aej=a |i& j | . Hence

we have obtained (i). (ii) follows from Theorem 6.12(ii). (iii) follows from
the invertibility of W&1, and (iv) follows from part (iii) of Theorem 6.12.

K

Lemma 7.3. Let . be as in Definition 6.3. Then for i, j # N,
.(ei)

t J.(ej)=d |i& j | .

Proof. It is clear from the symmetry of the Toeplitz matrix A that
(Sx)t ASy=xtAy for any x, y # F�. Then

.(ei)
t J.(ej)=(W&1SWS&1ei)

t J(W&1SWS&1ej)

=(SWS&1ei)
t (W&1)t JW&1(SWS &1ej)

=(SWS&1ei)
t A(SWS&1ej)

=(WS&1ei)
t A(WS&1ej)

=(Wei&1)t A(Wej&1)

=e t
i&1(W tAW) ej&1

=e t
i&1Jej&1

=e t
i Jej .

But by the calculation in the proof of Lemma 7.1, et
i Jej=d |i& j | . K
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Using the mapping . one can define an automorphism on _�(R). This
is done as follows. Setting yj=/(.(ej)), j # N, it follows from Theorem 6.12
that yj lies in _�(R). Multiplying yj by - &1, if necessary, we may assume
that yj is hermitian. By the lemma above, the words uj # _�(R) satisfy the
same pairwise anticommutation relations as do the words yj , j # N. Define
a mapping ? takes ordered words u=uq1

1
} } } qqn

n in _�(R) to y= yq1
1

} } } yqn
n

(also in _�(R)). Since the anticommutation relations are preserved by the
mapping ? it is not difficult to show that ? extends by linearity to a V-iso-
morphism of _�(R) into itself. Since . is invertible on F�

0 , it follows that
? is actually a V-automorphism of _�(R). The following results (7.4
through 7.11) are dedicated to showing that, up to a period 2 automor-
phism which takes any word w in _�(R) to \w, the automorphism ? is
inner on _�(R), see Corollary 7.11 below.

Lemma 7.4. Let n # N be such that An=[u0 , ..., un&1]" is a factor. Then
for any i such that 0�i<n&1, there exists a word w in the generators
u0 , ..., un&1 such that w anticommutes with ui and commutes with ui+1 , ..., un&1 .

Proof. There are 2n distinct words in An . Since An is a factor, at least
one word anticommutes with un&1 , hence exactly 2n&1 do. At least half of
those which commute with un&1 also commute with un&2 . Continuing, one
sees that at least 2n&i&1 words commute with ui+1 , ..., un&1 . Suppose all of
these commute with ui , then at least 2n&i&1 words commute with ui , ..., un&1 .
At last half of these commute with ui&1 . Continuing this way, we see that
at least 2 words commute with u0 , ..., un&1 . Hence there is a nontrivial
word in the center of An , contradicting the property that An is a factor.
This contradiction yields the results. K

Proposition 7.5. Let _, _� be as above. Let n # N be such that both An

and An+2k&2 are factors with center sequence values 0, 1, ..., k&2, k&1,
k&2, ..., 1, 0 starting at &n and ending at &n+2k&2 ( possible by Theorem 6.2).
Let z # An+1 be the word which generates the center of An+1 . Then there are
k&1 words Uj # [un+k&1 , ..., un+2k&3]" and k&1 words zj # [z, _(z), ...,
_k&2(z)]" such that (i) if A is a product of any subset of the words Zj Uj ,
then either A is trivial or does not lie in [z, _(z), ..., _k&2(z)]", (ii) the
words ZjUj generate the relative commutant algebra R=AC

n & An+2k&2 &
[un+k&1 , ..., un+2k&2]$.

Proof. One can argue as in the proof above to see that there are
precisely 22k&2 distinct words in AC

n & An+2k&2 . It is not difficult to see
that the words z, _(z), ..., _k&2(z), un+k&1 , ..., un+2k&3 all lie in this algebra,
so a dimension argument shows that they generate the algebra. Since R is a
subalgebra of this algebra, it is generated by words which can be formed in this
algebra.
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Observe from Theorem 3.4 that z commutes with u0 , ..., un+k&2$ anti-
commutes with un+k&1$ and since z # An+1 (and since _� 's bitstream is 0
past dk&1=1, it commutes with the successive _�-generators un+k ,
un+k+1 , .... It follows from this observation that each of the generators
un+k&1 , ..., un+2k&3 anticommutes with one and only one among the list
z, _(z), ..., _k&2(z), so that no nontrivial word in [z, _(z), ..., _k&2(z)] lies
in R. This gives (i). Also as in the proof above, there are 2k&1 distinct
words in R. This gives (ii). K

Corollary 7.6. Let n be as above, but sufficiently large so that ?(uq)=uq

for q�n. Let ?$ be the automorphism on R obtained by setting ?$=_&1
� b ? b _� .

Suppose yn # An (respectively, yn+2k&2 # An+2k&2) satisfies Ad( yn) | An=
?$ | An (respectively Ad( yn+2k&2)=?$|An+2k&2). Then the unitary element
yn*yn+2k&2 lies in the algebra R.

Proof. The initial hypothesis implies that yn+2k&2 commutes with
un+k&1 , ..., un+2k&2 . The bitstream for _� is 0 past the entry dk&1=1 so
that yn also commutes with these elements. Hence yn*yn+2k&2 does, too.
Since Ad( yn) and Ad( yn+2k&2) agree on An , yn*yn+2k&2 commutes with
the elements of An , and so must be in R. K

Definition 7.2. For any word w in the ui 's let 1\(w) be the unitary
operators in R given by 1\(w)=(1�- 2)(I\iw), if w=w*; and 1\(w)=
(I\w)�- 2, if w*=&w.

Lemma 7.7. Same notation as in the definition. Then for i�0,

1\(w) ui1\(w)={ui ,
cui w,

if w, ui commute,
if w, ui anticommute,

where c is one of the scalars \1, \- &1.

Proof. It is clear that both 1+(w) and 1&(w) are unitary elements
of R. If ui commutes with w then ui=1\(w) 1\(w)* ui=1\(w) u i1\(w)*.
Now suppose ui anticommutes with w. Assuming that w*=&w, then

1+(w) ui 1+(w)*=[(I+w)�- 2] ui[(I&w)�- 2]

=ui[I&w)�- 2][(I&w)�- 2]=&u iw.

Similarly, 1&(w) ui 1&(w)*=ui w, and similar calculations hold for the
case w*=w, when 1\(w)=(I\iw)�- 2. K

Theorem 7.8 (cf. [PP2, Theorem 3.7]). Let _, _� be as above and let
n # N be chosen so that An is a factor. Suppose x # An is a unitary element
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with the property that x*wx is a scalar multiple of a word in An , for all
words w in An . Then x is a finite product of terms of the following form:

(i) 1\(w), where w is a word in An ;

(ii) cI, for some c # T; or
(iii) w, a word in An .

Remark 7.1. Following the terminology of Section 3 of [PP2] we say
that x normalizes the words of An , and write x # NN(An) (cf. Definition 1.4
and Theorem 1.6).

Proof. First observe, by the preceding lemma, that conjugation by any
element of the form (i) carries a word into a scalar multiple of a word. The
same is obvious for any elements of the form (ii) or ( iii).

Suppose r is the largest integer for which x # _r
�(R) & An . If r�n, x is a

scalar multiple of the identity, and we are done. Otherwise, x may be
written as x=u+vur , where u, v # _r+1

� (R) & An , and v{0. If u=0, then
since conjugation by xur carries words of An into scalar multiples of words,
we may assume by replacing x with xur , that x lies in _r+1

� (R). Hence we
assume x=u+vur with u{0 and v{0. Since x is unitary,

I=xx*=uu*+vv*+uurv*+vuru*.

Let 8 denote the conditional expectation of R onto _r+1
� (R): Then

8(uurv*+vuru*)=u8(ur) v*+v8(ur)u*=0, so we derive the two equations

I=uu*+vv*, and (7.1)

0=uurv*+vuru*. (7.2)

From Lemma 7.4 we may choose a word w of An which commutes with
ur+1 , ..., un&1 and which anticommutes with ur . Then

xwx*w*=(u+vur) w(u*+urv*) w*

=(u+vur) ww*(u*&urv*)

=(uu*&vv*)+(vuru*&uurv*). (7.3)

Taking the conditional expectation 8 of this expression we see, since xwx*w*
is a word in _r(R) & An , that either uu*&vv*=0, or vuru*&uurv*=0. Using
(7.2), the latter equation is equivalent to vuru*=0. We divide our argument
into these two cases.

Case (i). uu*&vv*=0. This equation, along with (7.1), yields uu*=
vv*=1�2I. It follows that vuru*&uurv* is a word, and so we conclude
from (7.2) that the element z=2vuru* of An is a scalar multiple of a word.
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(Note that (7.2) also implies that z*=&z.) Hence zu=2vuru*u=vur

(since 2u*u and 2uu*=I are equivalent projections in the hyperfinite II1

factor R, and therefore 2u*u=I ). Hence

x=u+vur=u+zu=[(I+z)�- 2] - 2u.

Note that - 2u is a unitary element of An & _r+1
� (R), and also that conju-

gation by this element normalizes words of An . Hence we have replaced x
with an element u # _r+1

� (R) which also normalizes words of A under
conjugation.

Case (ii). uu*&vv*{0. Arguing as in the first case we see that
since xwx*w* is a scalar multiple of a word, either uu*&vv*=0, or
vuru*&uurv*=0. Hence vuru*=uurv*, and combining this equation with
(7.2) we obtain vuru*=uurv*=0, and uu*&vv* is a scalar multiple of a
word in An . Since uu*&vv* is also hermitian, uu*&vv*=2E&I, for some
hermitian projection E. Since uu*+vv*=I, we have obtained the following
three equations:

uu*=E

vv*=I&E

vuru*=0.

Let y be a word in _r
�(R) & An but not in _r+1

� (R), i.e., y has the generator
ur in its decomposition as a product of scalars and generators. Without loss
of generality we may assume y*=&y. Since x normalizes An , so does
1+( y)x, and we have

1+( y)x=[(I+ y)�- 2](u+vur)

=(1�- 2)(u+ yvur)+(1�- 2)( yu+vur).

Observe that u+ yvur lies in _r+1
� (R), and that yu has the form Tur , for

some T # _r+1
� (R), so the above expression takes the form 1+( y)x=u$+v$ur ,

where u$=(1�- 2)(u+ yvur), v$=(I�- 2)( yuur+v), and u$, v$ # _r+1
� (R).

We have

u$u$*=1�2[(u+ yvur)(u*+urv*y*)]

=1�2[(uu*+ yvv*y*)+( yvuru*+uurv*y*)]

=1�2(uu*+ yvv*y*),

since vuru=0. If y commutes with vv*=I&E, then u$u$*=1�2[uu*+vv*]
=1�2[E+(I&E)]=1�2I. Similarly v$v$*=1�2I. Therefore the element 1+( y)x
=u$+v$ur satisfies the conditions of Case (i), to which we may replace 1+( y)x
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with the element u$ which lies in _r+1
� (R) and which normalizes the words of An .

On the other hand, if no such y commutes with E, then every element of the form
ury commutes with E, so E lies in the center of the subalgebra [ur+1 , ..., un+1]".
Since u is also in this algebra, uu*=E=u*u. Similarly, v*v=I&E=vv*.
Since 2E&I anticommutes with ur we obtain uru*uur=v*v. But since
vuru*=0 we get 0=v*vuru*uur=v*vv*v=v*v. Similarly, u*u=0. Then
0=u*u+v*v=uu*+vv*=I, which is absurd, and we are done. K

Corollary 7.9. The element yn*yn+2k&2 in Corollary 7.6 lies in
NN(An+2k&2) & R.

Proof. Both Ad(Yn) and Ad(Yn+2k&2) normalize the words in their
respective factors An and An+2k&2 . Since An /An+2k&2 we are done. K

Theorem 7.10. Let n be as in Theorem 6.12 (in particular, such that
?(uq)=uq for q�n). For all words w in the generators uj , j # Z+, Ad(Y$)(w)
=\?$(w), where Y$=Yn , and where ?$ is as in Corollary 7.4.

Proof. By definition of Y$, Ad(Y$) | An=?$ | An and by the assumption
on the bitstream of _� , Ad(Y$) is trivial on _n+k&1

� (R). Hence we need
only show that Ad(Y$)(uj)=\uj=\?$(uj) for n� j�n+k&2. Note that
Ad(Yn+2k&2) acts trivially on these generators, so that Ad(Y*Yn+2k&2) agrees
with Ad(Y$) on these uj 's. Hence w=Ad(Y$)(uj)=Ad(Y*Yn+2k&2)(uj) is
simultaneously (i) a word, by the preceding corollary, (ii) in the algebra
generated by An and uj (and must include u j , since it is of the form
w=Ad(Y$)(uj) with Y$ # An), and (iii) in the algebra generated by R and uj .
Hence one sees that w is a word of the form \(Z1U1)r1 } } } (Zk&1Uk&1)rk&1 uj ,
where the Zi 's and Ui 's are as in Proposition 7.5. The product (Z1U1)r1 } } }
(Zk&1Uk&1)rk&1 cannot lie in An by (i) of the proposition, however, unless
r1= } } } =rk&1=0. K

Corollary 7.11. Let Y$ be as above, and let Y=_�(Y$). Then
Ad(Y )w=\?(w) for all words w in the _� -generators u1 , u2 , ....

Proof. Write w$=_&1
� (w), then by the theorem, Ad(Y$)w$=\?$(w$)=

\_&1
� b ? b _�(w$)=\_&1

� b ?(w). Taking _� of both sides gives the result.
K

Theorem 7.12. The endomorphism Ad(Y ) b _ is a binary shift on R
which is conjugate to _� . Hence _ and _� are cocycle conjugate.

Proof. By Theorem 6.12 and Definition 7.1, w0=u0=/(W&1e0), and
for j # N, wj is a scalar multiple of the word /(W&1ej) in the generators
ui , i # N. The wj 's satisfy the same commutation relations wj wk=(&1)ak&j

wkw j , as do the vj 's.
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We prove by induction that Ad(Y ) b _�(wj)=\wj+1 . First,

Ad(Y) b _�(w0)=Y*u1 Y=\?(u1)=\/(.(e1))=\/(W&1SWS &1e1)

=\/(W&1SWe0)=\/(W&1Se0)=\/(W&1e1)=\w1 .

Suppose Ad(Y ) b _�(wj)=\wj+1 for 0� j�k&1. Since _ b /=/ b S on
F �

0 ,

Ad(Y ) b _�(wk)=\Ad(Y )(_�(/(W&1ek))=\Ad(Y )(/(SW&1ek))

=\?(/(SW&1ek)).

Since

? b / | F �
o =\/ b . | F �

o ,

Ad(Y ) b _�(wk)=\/(.(SW &1ek)=\/(W&1SWS &1(SW&1ek))

=\/(W&1ek+1)=\wk+1 .

Hence the induction holds. By Lemma 7.2, R=[w0 , w1 , ...]", so Ad(Y) b _� is
a binary shift. Since the generators \wj of Ad(Y ) b _� satisfy the same
commutation relations as the _-generators vj do, Ad(Y ) b _� is conjugate
to _ by [Po, Theorem 3.6]. K

Corollary 7.13 (cf. [Pr, Corollary 4.10]). All binary shifts of commu-
tant index 2 are cocycle conjugate.

Proof. Let _ be a binary shift of commutant index 2. Then _� has
bitstream 0100 } } } . By Lemma 6.2 and Corollary 2.10, the center sequence
[&n] for _ must eventually be of the form 101010 } } } . Similarly for _� . By
Proposition 2.4, Toeplitz matrices over F with 0 diagonal have even rank,
so by Theorem 3.4, &n=0 for n even and &n=1 for n odd. Similarly for _� .
Hence the center sequences for _ and its derived shift are cofinal. But then
by the theorem, _ and _� are cocycle conjugate. If { is any other binary
shift of commutant index 2, note that {� and _� have the same bitstreams,
so they are conjugate [Po, Theorem 3.6]. Since { and {� are cocycle
conjugate, and since {� and _� are conjugate, it follows that _ and { are
cocycle conjugate. K

Corollary 7.14 (cf. [BY, Theorem 1.2]). There are at least 2k&2

distinct cocycle conjugacy classes of binary shifts of commutant index k.

Proof. There are 2k&2 distinct bitstreams which are finitely nonzero
and which correspond to binary shifts _ of commutant index k: These are
the bitstreams of the form 0d1 } } } dk&2 dk&1 00 } } } . This is verified by noting
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that if uj are the _-generators, then u0 # _k(R)$ & R, but _k&1(R)$ & R=CI.
By Theorem 5.9, a necessary condition for a pair of shifts to be cocycle
conjugate is that their derived shifts are conjugate. But since _=_� and
since distinct bitstreams give rise to nonconjugate binary shifts (Theorem 1.8),
each of these binary shifts lies in a distinct cocycle conjugacy class. K

Remark 7.2. We remark that not every binary shift of finite commutant
index has a center sequence which is cofinal with the center sequence of the
corresponding derived shift. For example, the center sequence corresponding
to the shift whose bitstream is 00100 } } } is 12101210 } } } (see Example 6.1), and
the center sequence corresponding to the shift with bitstream 01100 } } } is
101210101210 } } } . Using an approach related to the congruence proofs of
the previous section, R. T. Powers and the author (unpublished) have
shown the following.

1. Suppose _ is a binary shift of commutant index 3 whose derived
shift _� has bitstream 0010 } } } . Then the center sequence corresponding to
_ is cofinal with either 12101210 } } } or with 210121012101210 } } } . Examples
of the latter type do exist!

2. Suppose _ is a binary shift of commutant index 3 whose derived
shift _� has bitstream 0110 } } } . Then the center sequence corresponding to
_ is cofinal with one of the following: 101210 } } } , 121010 } } } , or 101012 } } } .
Examples of each type occur.

We conjecture that a pair of binary shifts of the same finite commutant
index are cocycle conjugate if and only if their derived shifts are conjugate
and their center sequences are cofinal.
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